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Abstract:
A computational technique has been developed to study the fluid motion in a
baffled and unbaffled mixing tank. This technique was devised for a cylindrical
mixing tank using a Computational Fluid Dynamics code, FIDAP. Two model
analyses are presented in this thesis:
Unbaffled tank steady state analysis.
Baffled tank transient state analysis.
The method presented in this thesis uses subroutines incorporated into the CFD
program to impose the boundary conditions associatedwith each baffle in the tank.
These boundary conditions are rebuilt for each time step to capture the effects of
the relative motion between the baffles and the impeller. In addition, the use of
parameters in defining the coordinates of the geometry, the density of the mesh,
and the fluid properties allow a straightforward automation of the model. This
automation considerably reduces the time to create a new tank geometry from
scratch. Furthermore, the automation permits rapidmodel development to be used
in selecting optimal tanks and radial impeller combinations.
u
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Chapter 1
Introduction ofMixing Technology and Objective of thisWork
1.1 Introduction:
The development ofmixing process technology is a large area of current research
especially in the field of chemical engineering. The number of opportunities for
mixing technology are almost unlimited due to the immense variety of applications
in the chemical, pharmaceutical, fermentation process, bio-reactor, paper, mining,
water treatment waste treatment, and food industries.
Fluid mixing has an enormous impact in almost every production process and
every industrial and consumer product. For instance, the beer industry utilizes the
mixing process to ensure intimate contact and good mixing of the stirred phases.
This is essential to control the fermentation and the quality of the product.
Another specific example of the fermentation process is the commercialization of
mixing tanks for the production ofpenicillin. The mixing process is used for baby
food where the formula or food is mixed in a batch process. Mixing is also used in
the fabrication of materials through chemical process and in the petroleum
industries. Another application is in the film industry where dyes and chemicals
are mixed together to make an emulsion layer. The mixing process can also be
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extended to the molecular level where it is the result ofmolecular diffusion. Most
of mixing processes on the molecular scale takes place in laboratories. Many
scientists may use mixing processes to harvest cells which may provide insights
for the development of new medications or formulas. Fluid mixers play an
important role for the environment as well. For example, Flue Gas Desulfurization
(FGD) process uses fluid mixers to absorb the sulfur dioxide which helps to
control the air pollution (acid rain).
1.2 Objective of thisWork:
The objectives of this thesis are:
1. To show a complete transient state analysis of a mixing tank where an uniform
radial flow pattern is achieved throughout the entire content of the tank and
where the velocity vector filed remains constant with time at every point in
space. The steady state analysis for the unbaffled tank is also presented.
2. To present all the requirements for constructing a mixing tank model and to
show the steps needed to run a mixing tank analysis (more emphasis on the
transient solution). Computer analysis ofmixing problems is steadily growing
among the engineering community. Since experimental analysis is time
consuming for equipment setup and data analysis. Furthermore, the equipment
involved for experimental analysis is usually very expensive compared to
computer analysis. This work should provide industries with a more
economical, effective, and faster tool in designing mixing tanks.
3. To inform the reader with the different aspects of this exciting field. Mixing
technology deserves more attention due to the economic significance ofmixing
in the chemical, petrochemical, and biochemical industries.
Chapter 2
Background and Literature Search on Fluid Mixing
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the principle of fluid mixing and the
techniques used in the past to analyze the flow field in amixing tank. This chapter
is divided into two parts as follows:
1. The background section (2.1 to 2.1.2) discusses some of the experimental and
computational techniques utilized in the past to analyze the flow field of a
mixing tank.
2. The literature section (2.2 to 2.6) introduces the fundamentals of fluid mixing.
and discusses the different types of mixture, impellers, tanks, mixing
processes, and tank optimization.
2.1 Background:
Most of the mixing tanks analysis are based on experimental results and empirical
formulations. Although experimental results give a great deal of information, it is
often time consuming and expensive. Another technique of analyzing the flow
field in a mixing tank is through CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics). CFD is
an innovative tool utilized to analyze fluid problems.
2.1.1 Experimental:
A paper written by Weetman [12] shows the design of a mixing impeller through
experimental techniques and CFD analysis. The experimental technique consisted
of a dual channel Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) which measures the fluid
velocities. The LDV measures two velocity components simultaneously, and the
data acquisition is sent to a computer which displays the information received.
The second tool used by Weetman in the development of a transitional flow
mixing impeller is a program called FLUENT, created by Fluent Inc.. The
velocity field calculated by the CFD program (FLUENT) agrees well with the
experimental results.
Besides the LDV experimental technique mentioned above, many other methods
exists for measuring the velocity of the particles. Some of these methods are
"transit-time or correlative techniques" (Laser Transit Velocimetry, and Particle
Tracking Velocimetry [12, page 145] ). According to the literature, the first
method does not allow the determination of the velocity sign. The second and the
third methods use a fast camera to determine the velocity field. Unfortunately
these techniques require a great deal of mixing expertise to analyze the results.
Another draw back in determining the velocity field in a mixing tank through
experimental techniques is the high cost of the equipment.
2.1.2 Numerical Computation:
In the past, CFD software used to be limited to single-phase flow analysis due to
the lack of knowledge of bubble dynamics, turbulent flows, and computational
limitation [12]. Today, CFD software is capable of solving two-phase flow and
more complex geometry problems. This is important because most of the mixing
processes in industries involve more than one mixing phase. As a result,
numerical computation ofmixing tanks are becomingmore realistic.
The numerical computation of the flow field in stirred tanks has received
significant attention since the beginning of the 1980's, starting withHarvey (1980)
and Harvey and Greaves (1982). In (1981) Issa and Gosman calculated the flow
in a gassed mixing tank equipped with a Rushton turbine impeller. However, the
results of their analysis were never verified because no experimental data was
available. Using conservation of mass and momentum equations, Looney (1985)
presented a model for turbulent flow of solid/liquid suspension in a mixing tank.
Numerical computational analysis was also performed for various impeller types
for both single-phase and two-phases. This analysis was first calculated by
Pericleous and Patel (1987), but the results could not be verified with
experimental data. Mann (1988) modeled the flow created by a disc-turbine by
applying the continuity equation to a 'network of zones'. This 'network of
zones'
is a simplification of the flow pattern for a specific tank geometry. Therefore,
applying this 'network of
zones'for different tank geometrywould be difficult. A
more complete model was developed by Trdgardh (1988). Where the momentum
exchange between the gas phase and the liquid phase was incorporated. Trdgardh
also modeled localmass transfer for both phases.
2.2 Types ofFluid Mixing
Many different ways substances (gas or liquid) can be mixed. One example is the
dispersion of gases and chemicals in soils, rivers, and oceans in our environment.
This type ofmixture with the environment takes place on the molecular level, and
it gives rise to an environmental pollution. Radiation is another example of how
small particles can be mixed with air. It can occur naturally through cosmic
radiation, or it can be created artificially by humans. In both cases, the mixture
occurs at microscopic levels by emitting energy in the form of electromagnetic
waves. Radiation may consist of three different particles of energy, which is
known as alpha, beta, and gamma particles.
Mixing can be achieved by using some conventional agitation systems or
increasingly as a continuous operation system. In the latest case, mixing is
accomplished by implementing motionless mixers or static mixers. For example,
static mixers are often encountered on pipes to split the fluid into streams which
are then combined and split again. This is done in such a way that mixing effects
occur by entanglement of the fluid layers [16]. The classical agitation system,
which will be the focus of this thesis, is accomplished by supplying energy to a
rotating system (impeller). Depending on the rotational speed of the impeller,
mixing can take place at low or high mixing Reynolds number. For low angular
speeds of the impeller, the flow is more likely to be in the laminar region. In this
case, mixing takes place due to the continuous change of the relative positions of
the particles. On the other hand, for high angular speed the flow is more likely to
be turbulent; and mixing results from flow instabilities and disordered flow
pattern. The quantitative distinction between laminar and turbulent flow in a
mixing tank is clearly stated in Chapter 3 (Basic Concepts section).
2.3 Mixing Processes:
According to Oldshue and Herbst [16], the requirement for mixing may vary
depending on how the substances are being mixed. This information is important,
because it gives insight on how to select an optimal mixing apparatus. Table 2. 1
provides a general classification ofmixing applications as they apply to physical
and chemical processes.
Table 2.1 Mixing processes
Physical Processing Application Class Chemical Processing
Suspension
Dispersion
Emulsification
Blending
Pumping
Liquid-Solid
Liquid-Gas
Immiscible Liquids
Miscible Liquids
FluidMotion
Dissolving
Absorption
Extraction
Reactions
Heat Transfer
2.4 Types of Impellers forMixing Tanks:
There are basically two types of impellers (axial and radial), and they are
characterized by the direction of the fluid motion generated by their blades. Axial
flow impellers have a principal direction of discharge which coincides with the
axis of impeller rotation [16]. In contrast, radial flow impellers have a principal
direction of discharge normal to the axis of rotation [16]. However, both types of
impellers (radial and axial) may also discharge flow in opposite directions. For
example, an axial flow impeller discharges flow radially at low off-bottom
clearances and large D/T (impeller diameter/tank diameter) ratios. The flow
pattern produced by radial and axial impellers can be seen on Figures 2. 1 and 2.2
[10]. Often, radial mixing impellers can be distinguished from axial impellers by
simply observing the difference in the geometry. However, the clearance and the
ratio of impeller diameter versus the tank diameter may have significant effects in
the type of the impeller. Typical radial and axial mixing impellers are shown on
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 [16].
Impellers are also classified according to the mixing flow regime (laminar or
turbulent). Usually, for laminar flow, the diameter of the impeller approaches to
the diameter of the mixing tank which brings the fluid motion to the entire content
of the tank. This is due to the poor fluid mixing content in the laminar regime,
since the momentum of the fluid is fairly weak when compared to turbulent flow.
However, due to problems of mechanical stability and low batch volume, the
impellers for laminar flow tend to be relatively small. Typical laminar impellers
used in mixing applications are helical ribbons, screws, helical ribbon screws,
anchor impellers, sigma, MIG, disks, paste rollers, high shear, and gate impellers.
Turbulent mixing flow does not need impellers that approach the tank diameter,
since it has enough momentum for the particles to diffuse during the mixing
process. The impeller for turbulent flow are usually one-fourth to one-half of the
tank diameter.
According to 'Herbst and
Oldshue'
[16] impellers in the turbulent mixing regime
can be classified based upon whether the impeller is a flow, pressure, or a shear
impeller. Impellers with large pumping capacity are flow impellers, impellers that
work against pressure gradient are pressure impellers, and impellers that produce
shear are shear impellers.
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Figure 2.1 (Typical Radial Flow Pattern)
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Figure 2.2 (Typical Axial Flow Pattern)
Unfortunately, no universal standard method for identifying an impeller type
exists. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the most common type of mixing impellers for
radial and axial flow.
R100 R510 R400
Figure 2.3 (Typical Radial Impellers)
Radial Impellers Type: Applications:
(R 100) Rushton-Type generally used for gas-liquid dispersion
(R 5 10) Disk Style Flat Blade Turbine used for high intensity agitation and high
power inputs
(R 400) Anchor Impeller used for high viscosity blending
A310<
A100
A200
A400
Figure 2.4 (Typical Axial Impellers)
Axial Impellers Type:
(A 100) Marine-Type Propeller
(A 200) Pitched-Blade Turbine
(A 3 10) High-Efficiency
(A 400) Helical Impeller
Applications:
used for relatively small scale blending
operations
used when intensive agitation is required
used for high pumping capacity
used for high viscosity applications
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2.5 Types ofMixing Tanks:
There are many different types of mixing tanks available in the market today
depending on specific application. However, some geometry ofmixing tanks are
not available on the market, and they require custom design. The most common
type of mixers are the cylindrical type, and it will be the focus of this work.
Mixers usually consist of an electrical motor, shaft, baffles, and one or more
impellers. A typical arrangement of a baffled mixing tank is shown in Figure 2.6.
The employment ofbaffles inmixing tanks is widely used to disturb or redirect the
flow. The most common type of baffle is wall baffle, which is nothing more than
a long rectangular plate placed parallel to the cylinder wall. There are also other
types of baffles, i.e., bottom baffles, disk baffles placed on the impeller shaft, and
surface baffles which float on the fluid surface. The baffles studied here are the
wall type. The following are some examples ofmixers found in the literature:
The first class ofmixers are the LaboratoryMixers. These are small units usually
less than 1/8 hp, which can be mounted on a ring stand. The size of the impellers
are suitable for laboratory beakers and small vessels.
The second class of mixers are the Portable Mixers. The size typically ranges
from 1/4 to 3 hp, and they are equipped with a clamping device which can be
mounted on the rim of a vessel. These are very versatile mixers, because they
allow the user to transport the mixer from one vessel to another.
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The third class ofmixers are the Top-EnteringMixers. These type of mixers are
used on permanent supports, which can be placed either above the tank or
mounted on the top of the tank. The size varies from 5 to 250 hp depending on the
mixing requirements and the shaft is mounted verticallywith one ormore impeller.
This particularmixer is the one studied here.
The fourth class ofmixers are the Side-EnteringMixers. These types of mixers
are mounted on a flange on the side of a tank. They are normally located on the
bottom of the tank, and the shaft is horizontal relative to the tank. A single axial
impeller is used in this type of application. The size usually range from 1 to 75
hp.
The fifth class of mixers are the Bottom-Entering Mixers. They are mounted
permanently on the bottom of the tank, and a shaft sealing device is always
required for this type of mixer. This seal prevents any possible fluid leakage
through the bottom of the tank.
The last class ofmixers is the LineMixer. This type ofmixer may be a Static or
MotionlessMixers. It is used to mix the fluid during its passage to a large storage
tank. Mixing is achieved by splitting the stream, reversing stream rotation and
recombining the process stream components.
14
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Figure 2.5 (Reference Geometry)
Figure 2.6 (TypicalMixing TankWith Baffles)
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2.6 Mixing TankOptimization:
Optimizing a 3-Dimensional mixer is not a trivial task, and usually requires a lot
of computer power to produce optimal results. The optimization process becomes
even more difficult when the role of baffles is analyzed. The model created here
will give an optimal tank geometry or impeller geometry by trial and error
analysis. This is accomplished by inputting different parameters in the model (see
chapter 5 for more details) and analyzing the flow field for the desire result.
Perhaps, after this work, the next step towards analyzing a baffled mixing tank is
to create an actual optimization process without trial and error analysis. For
example, the user would provide the variables and the constraints to the model
(i.e., type of flow, flow rate, and mixing properties) and the computer would
calculate automatically the required size of geometry, impeller, and the number of
baffles.
There are a number of fluid mixing variables and design parameters which may
affect the optimization process. However, before designing an optimal stirred
tank, it is important to quantify the performance of one impeller and tank design
with respect to another. The objective of optimizing a mixing tank is to achieve a
rapid mass transfer, rapid blending time, and an uniform suspension. Therefore,
the mechanical elements and the parameters of a mixer play an important role in
accomplishing these conditions. In order to compare the performance of different
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designs, the reference geometry shown in Figure 2.5 [16] is used as a basis for
comparison.
For most of the industrial applications, the goal of any optimization process is to find
a balance between cost and efficiency. The cost of a product is usually directly
proportional to its efficiency. Therefore, whenever a product is optimized usually a
trade exists between efficiency and cost. In this case, it is up to the designer to make
the decision whether the product justifies a higher investment. The computer model
created in this analysis for the mixing tank allows the user to select different variables
such as geometry, fluid medium, shaft speed, boundary conditions, and other
parameters. This model is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Basic Concepts
In fluid mixing technology the dimensionless groups are perhaps the most
important prerequisite for the study ofmixing tanks. Therefore, it is the intent of
this chapter to present these basic concepts.
3.1 Dimensionless Group:
When analyzing the flow field in a mixing tank, dimensional analysis becomes
important in correlating scale-up parameters. Dimensional analysis reduces the
number of independent variables which simplify some of the dimensionless
groups. Dimensionless groups are a convenient way of correlating engineering
data and scientific information [10]. There are many different dimensionless
equations that describe the properties of the flow field in a mixing tank, and some
of these equations are described here [16].
The mixing Reynolds number is defined as the ratio of inertia forces (Fi) to
viscous forces (Fv) acting at the end of the impeller blade. The mixing Reynolds
number is used to distinguish between flow regimes. If the mixing Reynolds
number has a value ofNRe > 1000, then the flow is entirely in the turbulent region.
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Equation (3.1) defines the mixing Reynolds number. Figure 3.1 [16] shows the
relationship between power number (see equation 3.4) and mixing Reynolds
number. Looking at this graph, the curve tends toward the turbulent regime as the
shaft speed (N) increases. This trend is easily explained since the mixing
Reynolds number is directly proportional to the shaft speed, and the power number
is inversely proportional to the cube of the shaft speed.
F, ND2p
N-=t=^r <31>
Where;
Fi = inertia force D = impeller diameter
Fv = viscous force p = density of fluid or solid
\x = absolute fluid viscosity
The Froude number (NFr) is defined as the ratio of inertia force (FO to gravitational
force (Fg), and it is given by the following equation:
Fi N2DNrr-ft- (3-2)
Another Dimensionless equation is the Weber number (Nwe), which is defined as
the ratio of inertia force to surface tension force (Fa).
F, N2D3pN^=vr~v~ (3-3)
Where, a = surface tension
Equations (3.4) and (3.5) define the power number (NP) and the flow number (NQ).
Power Number is defined as the ratio of applied force to mass times acceleration,
and flow number is a Dimensionless group to measure impeller pumping capacity.
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Nz Pg
NzD5p
Q
Nq " ND>
(3.4)
(3.5)
Where;
P = power
Q = impeller pumping capacity
TURBULENT
to' ,0-
REYNOLOS NUMBER
Figure 3.1 (Power Number Versus Mixing Reynolds Number)
3.2 Power Consumption:
It is important to quantify power consumption, since this information allows
engineers to design more efficient mixing tanks and electrical motors. This
information is important, because the power input of a rotating mixing impeller
depends on its geometry, diameter (D), and speed (N). Power consumption also
helps to determine the operating costs of the process. The amount of power
consumed from a mixing impeller is the result of the pumping capacity and the
velocity head produced by the impeller rotation.
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Power consumption is directly proportional to the density, to the impeller speed
cubed, and to the impeller diameter raised to the fifth power. The log plot in
Figure 3.2 [16] shows the relationship between the relative power versus the
relative impeller speed for different impeller diameters. Power consumption can
be measured by determining the torque on the shaft. One way ofmeasuring torque
is by using a dynamometer motor to drive the shaft. A torque indicator is then
connected to the dynamometer motor to measure the amount of torque produced
by the shaft. After getting the reading, the power consumption can be calculated
by equation (3.6) [10]. Experimental measurements can also be done through
electrical methods. For example, a wattmeter can measure the power input from
the drive motor.
Power = Torque x Rate ofAngularDisplacement or
( d \P = 6600x\Fxxco
V 12 J (3.6)
Where;
P = impeller horse power oo = impeller speed, radians/second
F = Force in Pounds Force d = Lever Arm Length in inches
The amount of power drawn by the impeller can be calculated by integrating the
specific energy dissipation (<j>) over the tank volume, as defined by equation (3.7).
Another approach is by integrating the total stress tensor (r) times the impeller
velocity over the impeller area. This integral is given by equation (3.8), where x
is the stress tensor incorporating pressure, normal, and shear stresses, and Fis the
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blade velocity vector [page 25, 1 1]. The power number for various types of radial
impellers is shown in Figure 3.3 [14].
P = \dV (3.7)
\v r dA
1000
o
5
UJ
cc
RELATIVE SPEED. N
(3.8)
RELATIVE OIAMETER
Figure 3.2 (Relative Power Versus Relative Speed)
500
Figure 3.3 (PowerNumber Comparisons for Several Impeller Types)
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3.3 Baffle Design:
As stated previously, baffles are parallel plates attached to the tank wall. The
purpose of baffles is to stop the swirling and vortexing formation so efficient
mixing can be obtained. Without baffles very little real mixing takes place. The
reason is because unbaffled tanks have very little vertical currents and no velocity
gradients. According to the literature found, as liquid viscosity increases, the need
for baffles to reduce vortexing decreases, [page 17, 10]. In other words, unbaffled
tanks are generally used for sticky materials (high viscosity) or if perfect cleaning
of a tank is required. For example, unbaffled tanks produce a central vortex which
"facilitate wetting of fine
particles"[page 59, 17] when pigments are added to the
mixing solution (i.e.; food and painting industries).
There are many different types of baffles depending on the mixing application. If
high viscosity liquids are mixed, then the width of the baffle should be reduced
(usually 1/20 of tank diameter). For this situation, baffles are more efficient when
they are placed away from the wall or at an angle as shown in Figure 3.4-c. If
moderate viscosity liquids are mixed, the baffles should be placed away from the
wall, as shown in Figure 3.4-b. In this case, liquid can flow along the wall
avoiding any stagnant areas to form behind the baffles. If the viscosity is
relatively low, then the baffles should be placed near the walls which causes more
resistance to the fluid. Thus, mixing takes place due to liquid swirl and drag.
Figure 3.4-a shows the baffles placed at the wall for low viscosity liquids.
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Baffles at the wall
for low viscosity liquids
-a-
Baffles set awoy
from wall for moderate
viscosity liquids
Baffles set away
from wall at an
angle for high
viscosity liquids
-C-
Figure 3.4 (Baffle Arrangements)
3.4 Pumping Capacity:
One of the most important components of amixing tank is the impeller, because it
identifies the effectiveness of a stirred tank. The mechanical efficiency of a
mixing tank can be calculated based on the power consumption and the pumping
capacity. The efficiency of a mixing system is given by equation (3.9), and the
flow rate through the impeller in the radial direction is given by equation (3.10)
[16].
See Figure 3.5 to calculate the radial velocity from equation (3.10).
+w
TJ = N (3.9) Q
= nD]Vrd.
r"Z (3.10)
-w
2
Where;
NQ = FlowNumber
NP = Power Number
Where;
D = Impeller Diameter
Vr = Radial Velocity
W = Blade Width
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Shaft
Impeller Blade
Figure 3.5 (Velocity Profile at the Blade Edge)
Where;
Vr = Vcosa cosp, Ve = Vsina cosp, Vz = VsinP, V =
(Vr2 + Ve2 +
Vz2)0"5
Vz = Axial Velocity, Ve = Angular Velocity, Vr = Radial Velocity
a = Yaw angle, P = Pitch angle
To calculate the pumping capacity, one must first construct a control volume
around the impeller (the control volume is shown in Figure 3.6). Then, a program
can be developed to calculate the radial and axial flow rates. These programs and
the control volume around the impeller are presented in Kellem's thesis. It is
important to reemphasize that impellers are characterized by radial and axial flow
rates. Depending on the impeller diameter and tank diameter ratio (D/T), radial
impellers can produce both axial flow rates and radial flow rates.
tcnpsaarKaia
I*
Figure 3.6 (Control Volume Around the Impeller)
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The axial pumping capacity of the impeller can be calculated by the following
equation [11]:
Qm = 4nr\vz^dr (3.11)
0
The radial pumping capacity of the impeller can be calculate by the following
equation [11]:
Qr = 1*rt \vr^dz (3.12)s J r,avg
*o
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Chapter 4
Theory on Fluid Mixing
This chapter presents the basic equations ofmotion of a fluid particle and defines
the principles of conservation of mass, momentum and energy equations. The
equations of motion are shown in an inertial reference frame and non-inertial
reference frame. The purpose of this chapter is to present the dynamics and the
forces acting on a fluid particle for a non-inertial coordinate system (i.e., such as
the fluid particles moving in amixing tank).
4.1 Theory:
The following sections will describe the kinematics and the momentum equations
of the fluid motion in a cylindrical mixing tank. The equations and formulations
shown here are only valid for incompressible flow. A closed-form solution (exact
solution) of a three dimensionalmixing tank problem would be impossible. Such a
solution would require the use of dynamic equations in describing the motion of a
fluid particle. The closed-form solution for a Newtonian fluid would require the
development of differential equations for conservation of mass and Newton's
second law of motion (Navier-Stokes Equation). One must evaluate the Navier
Stokes Equation to obtain detailed knowledge of the flow field. This equation can
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be carried out in cylindrical form by applying conservation of mass to a
differential control volume using all three coordinates in space (r, 0, Z), and a time
variant for the transient solution. If constant viscosity and incompressible
conditions are not assumed, the problem becomes even more difficult. A CFD
program such as FIDAP greatly simplifies these tasks of solving 3-Dimensional
flow problems. Further details ofCFD programs are presented in chapter 5.
4.2 Coordinate System:
Cartesian frame of reference does not provide a particularly useful frame of
reference for describing the equations of motion because flows do not generally
occur in a straight line. This is especially true for the mixing tank pertained to this
thesis. Since the fluid is confined in a cylindrical tank, the coordinates will be
presented in cylindrical form except for the boundary conditions of the tank
geometry. The cylindrical coordinate system applied to a differential control
volume is shown in Figure 4.1 [7].
Figure 4.1 (Differential Control Volume in Cylindrical Coordinates)
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4.3 Analysis of a Fluid Element in an Inertial Reference Frame:
For an inertial frame of reference the N-S equation can be used to describe the
motion of a viscous fluid. However, if the flow involves a rotating boundary (i.e.,
tank walls and baffles) which moves through the fluid, then the acceleration of the
non-inertial coordinate system must be included in the equations ofmotion. Since
a mixing tank problem involves a non-inertial coordinate system, the additional
terms of the acceleration are presented in section 4.4. For its appreciation, it is
worth mentioning the basic equations for the conservation ofmass and Newton's
second law of motion. Therefore, the Navier-Stokes equation and the equations
that constitute the N-S are also presented here in an inertial reference frame.
Let's first discuss the basic equations that govern the motion of a viscous fluid,
before developing the N-S equation. It should be reemphasized that the governing
equations ofmotion presented here are only valid for laminar flow ofNewtonian
fluid. Non-Newtonian fluids present more complex relationships, and they are not
presented in this thesis. The following equation applies to Newtonian fluids:
ra- (4.1)
Where; x = shear stress and du/dy = shear rate (rate of deformation)
4.3.1 Conservation ofMass :
The differential conservation of mass equation is obtained from a Taylor series
expansion about point 0 for each of the six faces of the control surface shown in
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Figure 4.1. This differential equation for conservation of mass is given by
equation (4.2) [7].
I^_+I_^)+(^)+^=0 (4.2)
r dr r 60 62 dt v '
This equation can also be written in vector notation as:
-> dp
V.pV+- = 0 (4.3)
Where:
* a - i e ~ a
' dr erdO dZ
V = erVr+eeV6+ekVz
Note: er,eg ,andet are unit vectors in the r , 6 , and Z directions
For steady state or incompressible flow (p = constant) the time derivative of
equation (4.3) reduces to:
r dr r 39 dZ v '
For incompressible flow the following vector notation must be satisfied:
V./? = 0 (4.5)
4.3.2 Motion of a Fluid Element:
After describing the conservation of mass equation, let's now consider an
infinitesimal element of fixedmass (m) in a flow field as shown in Figure 4.2 [15].
In a mixer, this element experiences many different motions (as shown in Figure
4.3 [7]), such as translation, rotation, angular deformation, and linear deformation.
Obviously, as the shaft starts to spin the element undergoes a linear displacement
from an initial location (r0, Oo, Zo) to a new location (ri, 0i, Zi). The elementmay
also undergo translation about one point (or all three coordinates). As shown in
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Figure 4.3, the element may experience angular and linear deformation. In the
latest case, the element changes in shape but not the orientation. For angular
deformation, the deformation involves a distortion of the element and the plane is
no longer perpendicular to the original plane.
element viewed
along z axis
Figure 4.2 (Infinitesimal Element ofFluid)
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Figure 43 (Components ofFluidMotion)
4.3.3 Fluid Rotation:
The rotation of a fluid particle, m, is defined by equation (4.6) which is "the
average of any two mutually perpendicular line elements of the
particle" [7, page
211].
1
m = -VxV
2
Note: VxV=Curl V (4.6)
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Rotation is caused by shear stress on the surface of the particle, and the presence of
viscous flow. If there is no viscous forces, the fluid is assumed to be irrotational.
Another way ofmeasuring rotation is by calculating a quantity called vorticity, which
is defined to be twice the rotation. In index notation the vorticity is defined by
equation (4.7) [7], and in cylindrical form the vorticity is given by equation (4.8) [7].
C = 2m=WxV (4.7)
VxF = e.
r*"r w^ (dVr dvA :(\drVa IdV^i_i.+.;{r d6 dz dz dr +k\r dr r dO J (4.8)
In a baffled mixing tank, one of the primary functions of the baffles is to prevent the
vortex formation. This means that the pressure along the free surface should be
constant. Usually a vortex forms for unbaffled mixing tanks containing low viscosity
liquid(s). Mixing efficiency is often lower for unbaffled mixing tanks, and the vortex
speed increases with impeller speed. Figure 4.4 shows vortex formation for an
unbaffledmixing tank [10].
Rotational motion of a fluid particle in a mixing tank can also be demonstrated in
terms of circulation. Circulation, T, is defined as the line integral of the tangential
velocity of any closed path in a flow field. The circulation equation (4.9) [7 & 15] is
a direct statement of Stokes theorem which states that the circulation around a closed
contour is the sum of the vorticity enclosed within it [7].
r=fv.dS = J2c9zdA=\\yxVjdA (4.9)
C A A Z
Where; z = rotation of the fluid element about the z-axis.
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^jkS^J
Figure 4.4 (Vortex Formation in an Unbaffled Mixing Tank)
4.3.4 Acceleration of a Particle:
Considering the fluid as a continuum element, the acceleration of a fluid particle
for an inertial reference system can be derived from Newton's second law. The
total acceleration of a particle is the sum of the convective acceleration plus the
local acceleration; and it is given in vector notation by equation (4. 10) [7].
DV dV
ap=- = (V.V)V+
p Dt dt (4.10)
4.3.5 Forces Acting on a Fluid Particle:
The next step before proceeding to the Navier Stokes equation is the description of
the forces acting on a fluid particle. In a fluid element the forces acting on a fluid
element can be classified as body forces and surface forces. The body forces in a
mixing tank are generally represented by gravitational effects. Gravitational
forces occur when there is a difference in density between liquid and solid
(assuming the density of the solid is greater than the density of the liquid), and it
tends to move solid particles toward the bottom. Surface forces are subdivided
into two parts, normal forces and tangential (shear) forces. The normal forces for
a non-inertial reference frame are presented in section 4.4.2. One example of
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normal forces is the viscous and inertial forces due to drag which tend to move
particles in the same direction as the liquid [19]. An example of shear forces is the
frictional effect between the surfaces of colliding particles. The surface forces on
an element of mass dm and volume dV=drd$dz is represented by the stress
components. The normal and shear stresses are represented by equations (4. 1 1).
In a finite element code the normal stresses act on the surface of an element and
the shear stresses act on the sides. In rectangular coordinates, the stress tensor of a
fluid element is shown in Figure 4.5 [TJ.
o- =-p+2ft-
dVr
dr
r
ee=-P + 2ju\r dO r j
<r=-P +
2M-
dV.
dz
*re=Vr ISYjl
dr\ r J
+
ldVr
Bz
dVts
+
1 dvz
r dO
\
\dz r dd )
(dVr dVr
+
dz dr J
(4.11)
Note: p is the local thermodynamic pressure.
Figure 4.5 (Stress Tensor on a Fluid Element)
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4.3.6 Navier Stokes Equation (N-S):
The N-S equation can be derived from the differential equations of Newton's
second law of motion and from conservation of mass. After developing the
differential equation for conservation of mass section 4.3.1, the next step is to
apply the differential equation ofNewton's second law ofmotion. The final form
of the N-S equation is given by equations (4. 12). This equation forms the basis for
the analysis in this thesis, because it is only valid for laminar flows ofNewtonian
fluids. If the absolute viscosity (n) is zero, then the fluid equation ofmotion (N-S)
reduces to Euler 's equation.
r-component
P
fDVr V2^
Dt r J
dh dP (
= -YTr-~d~r~^
Vr 2 dvAV2 V - -V
r r2 r2 de)
0-component:
(dv9 vrv0) Y{dh df\ f
Dt r J Vd9 dO)
+ M
Va 2 dVr
0 r2 ' r2 dO
V2Va-^r + (4.12)
z-component:
DV, dh dP
Dt
= -r dz dz
+ vv2v,
4.4 Analysis of a Fluid Element in a Non-inertial Reference
Frame:
Since this thesis involves rotating elements, the equations ofmotion and the forces
acting on a fluid particle for a non-inertial reference frame will be discuss in this
section. In section 4.3 the equations of motion for a control volume with
rectilinear acceleration were presented. The goal here is to extend those equations
to include rotation and angular acceleration of the control volume, in addition to
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translation and rectilinear acceleration. The momentum equation for a non-inertial
control volume rotating about an axis is given by equation 4. 15 [7J.
4.4.1 Coriolis and Centripetal Acceleration:
When describing a fluid particle in an accelerating frame of reference, it is
necessary to include the acceleration of the coordinate system (or reference frame)
in the equations ofmotion. Generally, when modeling flow problems, the flow is
in an inertial reference frame (i.e., in a non-accelerating coordinate system). If the
fluid motion happens to be within the rotating frame of reference; then the
acceleration is different from its acceleration in the Newtonian frame of reference.
To account for this difference, the equations of motion must be rewritten with
respect to a non-inertial frame of reference.
In an accelerating frame of reference, the acceleration of the fluid is increased by
the acceleration of the reference frame itself. This additional acceleration gives
rise to Coriolis and centripetal acceleration. From Newton's second law, it is
obvious that, if the acceleration increases, the forces in the momentum equations
increase as well. The Coriolis and the centripetal acceleration in a rotating frame
of reference is shown in Figure 4.6 [8]. The general equation for transforming a
mixing tank from an inertial reference frame to a rotating system is given by
equation (4. 13) [8].
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a =
a'
+
6)xr'
+ 2(oxV' + 6)x(cQ xr'j+A,, (4.13)
Where;
The acceleration of the moving system is A0.
The term 2go x V is known as the Coriolis acceleration.
The term co x (co x r*) is known as the centripetal acceleration.
The term co x r' is called the transverse acceleration, since is perpendicular to the
position vector r'.
Here, V' is the velocity in the rotating frame and is related to the velocity in the
non-rotating frame, V, as follows:
V =V' + 0}xr' + Vo (4.14)
Where co is the rotation vector (or the angular velocity vector of the rotating
system), a> is the time derivative of co (or the angular acceleration of the rotating
system), r1 is the position vector in the rotating frame, and V0 is the velocity of
translation of the moving system.
/ w
2azr
Axis of rotation
Figure 4.6 (Centripetal & Coriolis Acceleration)
4.4.2 Forces Acting in a Rotating Control Volume:
Recall from section 4.3.5 that the forces acting on a fluid element may be
classified as body forces and surface forces. In a rotating system (i.e., mixing
tank) the surface forces results from the impeller rotation and the body forces are
represented by Coriolis effects, centrifugal effects, or electrostatic effects [11] for
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more complex fluid motion. One example of normal force (surface force) is the
centrifugal forces, which moves the fluid radially away from the impeller axis due
to the rotational motion around the impeller axis. In a mixer, the centrifugal force
of the fluid particle increases as the angular velocity of the shaft increases.
In a rotating frame of reference, the Coriolis force (-2m co x v') and the Centrifugal
force (-mco x (co x r')) are included in the momentum equation (4.15). The
momentum equation for a non-inertial control volume rotating about an axis is
given by the following equation.
rxF,+ J?xJp_V +r^-Jr
cv cv
2coxVxyz +(OX
f . \
> -*
coxr
\ J
d f- ->
+ axr \paV'= J rxVxyz paV +dt cv
jrxVxy, pV^.dA (4.15)
cs
Where;
-
T = total torque exerted on the system
>
r = position vector
->
Fs = surface force
p = fluid density
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Chapter 5
CFD Model
The previous chapters described the basic principles of fluid mixing in general
terms. However, they neither discuss any particular software package to model
mixing tanks nor the techniques in developing the mixing tank model. This
chapter describes in detail the development of the model using FIDAP software
and discusses the boundary conditions applied to the mixing tank. In addition, this
section shows the various capabilities and options for the generic model developed
in this work.
5.1 FIDAP:
This section discusses the information and processes necessary to create the
geometry, meshing, boundary conditions, initial conditions, input data, and
program control specification. The goal of this section is to present, in a
chronological order, the steps taken to build the model. The two models created in
this thesis using FIDAP (Fluid International Dynamics Analysis Package) are:
1 . Unbaffled cylindrical tank (steady state analysis)
2. Baffled cylindrical tank (transient state analysis)
FIDAP is a simulation tool which allows the user to model a variety of fluid
problems. This software is capable of solving incompressible and compressible
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flows, Non-Newtonian and Newtonian fluids, laminar and turbulent flows, steady
and transient flows, single-phase and two-phase flows. FIDAP can also model
flows in complex geometry, whichmay be two dimensional, axially symmetric, or
three-dimensional. In addition, the software allows the user to simulate the effects
of heat transfer, and reactions of chemical species. FIDAP has proven, here and
beyond this thesis, to be an appropriate tool to solve fluid problems. However, as
mentioned in the FIDAP TutorialManual, the user should not treat FIDAP as a
"black box" computer program that will precisely predict the solution of a given
problem. In contrast, prior to modeling a problem, the user is expected to
understand the physics of the flow and be able to recognize a valid simulation.
FIDAP software uses a finite element model to calculate flow problems. Yet, it is
not the intention of this thesis to describe the finite element method, nor its
implementation in FIDAP. The FIDAP theorymanual [6] covers extensively these
topics.
FIDAP is broken down in sub-modules, and under these sub-modules there are
many sub-commands necessary to create a model. The sub-modules used to build
the tank geometry, and run the solution are given as follows:
FI-GEN, this sub-module is responsible in creating the entire geometry of the
tank andmeshing.
FI-BC is the next step up from FI-GEN, is used to create boundary elements
and apply boundary conditions.
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FIPREP is the next FIDAP input generation preprocessor, is used to prepare
themodel definition data and to control the simulation. This module also ends
the problem statement.
CREATE is used to check the problem statement for any errors.
RUN, after executing this command FIDAP uses an iterative process to
compute the solution.
IDENT, re-establish connection to the files, but now including the results
database (FDPOST).
FIPOST is the final step after successfully completing all the steps above.
Now the user is ready to post-process the results.
END, exits the program and saves all the data that was defined during a
session.
ABORT, gives the choice of exiting FIDAP without saving the data.
Some terms such as, journal files and readfiles, are often applied throughout this
thesis. Thus, before proceeding to the next section, it is important to make clear
the definition ofjournal files and readfiles to eliminate any confusion. Readfile is
a command in FIDAP which allows the user to give any file name to a input file.
For example, the input files created in this thesis are identified by the extension
fllename.read. A journal file is a collection of all the commands received by
FIDAP. For example, when the user interacts with FIDAP through interactive
input mode, the program keeps the record of every command issued to FIDAP. In
other words, as FIDAP receives a series of commands and numeric data, it stores
all the information issued to FIDAP in two files (FIECHO and FIJOUR). Either
of these files can be used as a readfile. However, FIECHO may need additional
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files for reconstruction of the previous processing. The advantage ofFIJOUR file
is that it does not need any additional files to re-continue the previous processing.
5.2 Application to Fluid Mixing:
The use of CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) software provides a better
understanding of the flow field, and it gives the user another tool in designing for
optimal conditions. One of the CFD packages frequently used to model flows in
rotating frames of reference is FLUENT software. Typical examples of problems
in the rotating reference frames are impellers in mixing tanks, rotating
turbomachinery blades, and flows in rotating passages. Note that FLUENT treats
the rotating boundary as stationary in the rotating reference system (i.e., in a
mixing tank the impeller is set to zero velocity, and the walls and bottom are
rotating with a constant velocity). FLUENT uses a finite difference method to
solve a variety of fluid problems. When solving problems in a rotating frame of
reference, FLUENT uses the momentum equation and the mass conservation
equation to predict the velocity. FLUENT has been used several times in the past
(by researchers and industries) to solve mixing tank problems, and it agrees well
with experimental results. In the past, FLUENT could only handle a single
rotational frame. This implies that FLUENT could not explicitly model problems
involving impellers in a baffled tank. But recently FLUENT developed sliding
mesh technique (at a great computational cost) to rotate the baffles with the tank
walls. This technique is shown in Figure 5.1 [11]. An example of FLUENT
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application is the two-dimensional and three-dimensional model developed by
Bakker andAkker (1991) [12]. Their model was used to calculate a single-phase
flow in a stirred vessel equipped with either an axial flow impeller or a disc
turbine. Like the model presented in this work, their model was set up in a very
flexible way and is not limited to any particular geometry.
Figure 5.1 (Two Time Steps for the Sliding Mesh Techniques used in Fluent
Software)
FIDAP has some advantages over other CFD software. One of the advantages is
the use of readfiles. For every graphical interaction with FIDAP a journal file is
created. This journal file is a copy of all the commands made during the graphical
interface withFIDAP. These commands in the journal file can be later edited, and
parameters can be easily incorporated. The read files allow the User to create an
alternative file from the primary (source) file. This dramatically reduces the time
of constructing a newmodel from ground zero, which it could take up to one week
depending on the complexity of the model. Like FLUENT, FIDAP can handle a
large class or rotating flow problems. Another advantage of FIDAP is that it
allows the user to incorporate subroutines for more complex problems. This
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capability allows the user to model problems involving impellers in a baffled tank.
As an example, a transient analysis of a baffled mixing tank was first reported in
the literature by Kellem (1994) [11]. Through the use of a user subroutine, he
modeled the fluid motion in a baffled mixing tank using FIDAP. What makes
Kellem 's technique unique is how he modeled the baffles in a rotating frame of
reference. His work only covers laminar flow regime and approximately a quarter
of revolution of the impeller for the transient state simulation. Similar to
FLUENT, the model is set in a rotating frame of reference; which means that the
walls and bottom of the tank are moving while the impeller is constrained to zero
velocity. // is important to understand that FIDAP cannot explicitly model moving
geometric features, but it can simulate the motion through the use of a user
subroutine.
The model presented in this thesis follows the same principle as the one presented
in Kellem 's thesis. The major difference lies within the construction of the tank
geometry. Kellem 's model is more versatile and allows different impellers to be
incorporated in the tank geometry. However, the trade off for such versatility is
the enormous amount of time Kellem 's model requires to run the solution. Since
time is an important factor for the final design in this thesis, the geometry of the
tank was simplified and reduced. Consequently, only one type of impeller (radial)
can be modeled unless another tank geometry is built. The bottom view of both
models is shown in Figures 5.2-a and 5.2-b. It is clear, by looking at these
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Figures, that Kellem 's model significantly increases the complexity of the tank
geometry. The number of elements required to build Kellem 's model doubles
which results in greater time needed to run the solutions. The following Figures
show the circunferential curves used to construct the model.
1 = Inside Diameter
(Tank Diameter - Baffle Width)
2 = Tank Diameter
1 = Symmetrical Diameter (ShaftDiameter)
2 = Impeller Diameter
3 = RegionOutside Impeller Diameter
4 = (TankDiameter - Baffle Width)
5 = Tank Diameter
-a-
Bottom View of the Tank
Created for this Analysis
Kellem 's model (Bottom View of the Tank)
Note: Five circles used to build the
tank geometry.
Figure 5.2 (Comparison of the Curves)
In contrast to FLUENT, which uses a finite difference method, FIDAP software
employs a finite element method to solve the fluid motion equations. A finite
element method is an approximation of the actual solution, which is obtained by
calculating the approximate functions over sections of the domain.
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5.3 Problem Considerations:
Applying most of the same parameters and using the same geometry file for both
models (steady state unbaffled tank and transient state baffled tank), the velocity
vector, pressure distribution, and shear forces were calculated. The major
difference among the two models (unbaffled steady state and baffled transient
state) is the implementation of the boundary conditions. Henceforth, the boundary
condition files will be discussed separately for each model. The boundary
condition files and all the command files pertaining to the unbaffled solution are
presented in Appendix A. The geometry file, boundary conditions, programs,
subroutines, and command files used for the transient analysis can be found in
Appendix B.
Besides the unbaffled steady state and baffled transient state solutions presented in
this thesis, the geometry file is also capable of simulating a baffled steady state
solution. Using the nodes (at time step 1) extracted from the tank geometry file
through the program Baff4.f, it is possible to model a baffled steady state solution.
The mixing tank model does not look at the behavior of compressible fluids.
However, FIDAP is not limited only to incompressible fluids. The model can be
easily changed from incompressible to compressible flow. The only modifications
necessary to make these changes are in the boundary condition files (see Boundary
Condition section formore details).
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For the model discussed here, a four paddle impeller was built using a Finite
Element Method (FEM) code. Paddle impellers are single flat blades attached to
the rotating shaft, and the total number of arms (blades) varies for each
application. The main advantage of paddle impellers is the low manufacturing
cost. These impellers are capable of producing high intensities of agitation,
especiallywhen baffles are incorporated. Paddle impellers are often used for large
low-speed agitators. Figure 5.3 shows two common types of paddle impellers
[14].
Flat Paddle Multiple Paddle
Figure 5.3 (Radial Paddle Impellers)
The tank geometry, as mentioned before, contains a four paddle radial impeller;
but the baffles were not physically built into the model. This gives the model
flexibility to analyze baffled and unbaffled tank geometry. In the case of baffled
tanks, the nodes extracted through the program Baff4.fmast be applied to simulate
the motion of the baffles. The process and limitations of modeling a baffled
steady state solution are described in theApplication section.
The work presented here was all conducted in the laminar flow region, and the
impeller diameter chosen was approximately 43% of the tank diameter. The
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geometry of the tank was based on the reference conditions shown in Figure 2.5
[16], and the dimensions of the tank were kept identical to a previous work by
Daniel C. Kellem [11]. The computer model presented in this thesis is for a
general case of a mixing tank. The geometry of the tank can be easily changed by
running the program Start.f. When running the program Start.f, the user must
enter the desired values for the geometry and fluid properties. Further details
about creating a new tank geometry are given in the Run section given in
Appendix C. The parameters for the model coordinates, mesh, and boundary
conditions are listed in the input.read files which are shown in Appendixes A and
B.
Although, no computer analysis was done here to investigate turbulent flow, the
user can easily change the flow regime by editing the boundary condition files and
the input file to make the appropriate changes. In the boundary condition files
(Boundary build, read, Boundaryla trans, read, Boundarylb trans, read, and
boundaryjmbaffle.read), the only change necessary is to specify turbulent
condition for the flow field. In the data file, input, read, the user must increase the
angular speed of the impeller to insure turbulent conditions in the flow field.
The unique technique presented in this thesis allows modification of the geometry,
mesh, and boundary conditions with the exception of the radial impeller type. The
impeller and the tank geometry were developed using the same journal file
(geometry, read). Since the entire model was created as a single unit, the impeller
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type cannot be changed. As a result of this single file, ifmultiple impellers are to
be mounted to the shaft then another tank geometry must be constructed. Axial
impellers can be modeled following the same geometry guidelines as the radial
impellers.
5.4 Assumptions:
In order to model a mixing tank using FIDAP, some assumptions need to be made
to reduce the finite element model. Assumptions and simplifications are also
needed to reduce the time required to calculate the solution. If no assumptions or
simplifications were to be made the model would only work for the fastest
computers. The assumptions used in developing the model are given as follows:
1. The flow is in the laminar region with a small Reynolds Number. The mixing
ReynoldsNumber for this model is 94.23.
2. In reality, the fluid forms a free surface on the top surface of the tank.
However, in order to simplify this problem the vertical component of the
velocity (Uz) is set to zero and the other components (Ux and Uy) are free. This
simplification is required due to the limitations of the software. Setting the
vertical velocity to zero, the top surface of the tank is not allowed to deform
which impose unrealistic conditions on the mixing model. As a result, a large
low pressure region is formed around the centerline on the top surface, and
vortex is not allowed to form.
3. Since amoving blade cannot be modeled due to the limitations of the software,
the simulation is performed with the walls and bottom plate rotating. The
impeller is fixed, and the velocities (Ux, Uy, Uz) are set to zero. The tank is
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modeled in a rotating frame of reference which is shown in Figure 3.3 [4]. For
the transient analysis the baffles are moving in the same rotating frame of
reference as the tank walls. This is only possible through the use of a user
subroutine (user.f). A detailed explanation ofmodeling the baffles is provided
in the FIDAP section.
4. The entire flow field is isothermal which greatly simplifies the problem. In this
situation, the energy equation can be disregarded in the analysis. The energy
equation is put to use for non-isothermal conditions (most chemical reactions).
5. The flow is incompressible with constant viscosity. Under these conditions the
Navier-Stokes equation can be applied.
6. The radial blade incorporated in the tank geometry file is not actually
"modeled"; rather, it is considered to be zero thickness, and the velocities of
the nodes lying on the blade surface are constrained to zero. Constructing the
blade geometry with zero thickness simplifies the model, and it allows the
boundary condition to be easily applied to a simple 2-D surface of the impeller.
If the blade geometry had thickness, then it would require more elements to
create the same tank model and a more complex boundary condition would
have to be applied to a 3-D geometry (i.e., constraining the 3-D geometry of
the impeller to zero velocity). This is also true for the baffles' geometry.
7. For the steady state and transient state analysis, the baffles are not physically
built in the tank geometry file; instead, the coordinates of the nodes are found
for each baffle position through a user subroutine program. The baffles, just
like the blades, are considered to have zero thickness.
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5.5 Parameters:
The use of parameters allows easy automation of the model. Automation of the
models were made solely to reduce the amount of time in constructing a new tank
geometry file from scratch. Parameters are first incorporated into a data file, and
then they are transferred to a tank geometry and boundary condition files.
FIDAP can automate any journal file by allowing the user to add parameters to the
model. Furthermore, parameters can be added to any variable in the model.
Parameters are represented by a dollar sign ($) in front of the parameter character,
and they are followed by an equal sign (=). The value of the variables are
specified by entering the numbers after the equal sign.
5.5.1 Geometry Parameters:
In the case studied here, the parameters were added to geometry file and boundary
condition files as shown in the Appendixes. The parameter file, input.read,
created for each solution is also given in the Appendixes. This data file contains
all the parameters necessary to run both steady state solution and transient state
solution. The parameters are originated from the program start.f. Table 5.1
contains all the parameters necessary for the construction of the tank geometry.
The parameters from Table 5. 1 are used to construct the coordinates of the tank
geometry and scale up the parameters. The geometry file is built by reading the
input.read file followed by the geometry.read file. Further details on how to
construct the model and run the solutions are given in Appendix C.
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Table 5.1 (Tank Coordinates)
Parameter Value, cm Description
$Tank_Radius 7.0 The overall radius of the tank, which
includes the inner radius plus width of the
baffle
$Tank_Height 14.0 The total height of the liquid, measured
from the bottom of the tank to the surface
of the liquid
$Upper_Blade 5.75 The heightmeasure from the bottom of the
tank to the top edge of the blade
$Lower_Blade 4.25 The height measured from the bottom of
the tank to the lower edge of the blade
$Blade_Radius 3.0 The radius of the blade. Remember that
this distance is measured from the center
of the tank to the edge of the blade
$BaflnRad 5.8 The inner radius, which is the overall tank
radius minus the baffle width
$Baffle_Width 1.2 The distance between the outside radius
(TankRadius) minus the inner radius
5.5.2 Mesh Parameters:
Table 5.2 contains all the parameters for the meshing definition. These parameters
control the density of the mesh. This means that the meshing grade can be fully
adjusted (coarser mesh or finer mesh) depending on the degree of accuracy
desired. It is important to understand that it takes a certain density of nodes to
capture the flow phenomena. Thus, the user needs to determine in the mixing
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analysis a balance between not enough nodes and more nodes than necessary.
There is no easy way to find the exact number of nodes to use in a simulation.
However, it depends on the individual to understand the physics of the problem,
and visually look at the results to see if they are realistic. Sometimes the results
appear to be too light from what the user expected to see. Perhaps, increasing the
grid of the meshmay correct the problem. The best advise is to practice.
Table 5.2 (Mesh Density)
Parameter Value Description
$Mesh_HorizontalBlade 6 The number of radial mesh divisions for
the impeller
$Mesh_Space 8 The number ofmesh divisions between the
end of the impeller and the inner circle
$Mesh_LowerTank 8 The number of mesh divisions vertically
which is below the impeller
$Mesh_VerticalBlade 6 The number of mesh divisions vertically
for the height of the impeller
$Mesh_Radius 10 The number of radial mesh divisions for a
90 degree segment of the tank diameter
SMeshUpperTank 12 The number of mesh divisions vertically
for the section above the impeller
$Mesh_Baffle 5 The number ofmesh divisions between the
inner circle and the outer circle (in the
horizontal direction)
$Mesh_BafRad 10 The number of radial mesh divisions for a
90 degree segment of the inner diameter.
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5.5.3 Fluid Properties and Transient Parameters:
After specifying the parameters for the geometry and mesh definition, the next
step is to determine the parameters for the boundary condition files. Table 5.3
contains the parameters for the fluid properties, shaft speed, and constants for the
transient solution. The parameters ($Nbaffle, SNsteps, $Time_inc) are only used
in the boundary condition files for the transient solution.
Table 5.3 (Fluid Properties and Transient Parameters)
Parameter Value Description
$Nbaffle 4 The total number of baffles used in the
simulation. The baffles are placed 90
degrees apart from each other
$Time_inc 0.015 The time increment (seconds) used in the
simulation. This number is a function of
the angular velocity and the number of
segments in a 90 degree segment of the arc
at the tank radius
SNsteps 1 The number of time steps for the time
integration
$Omega 10.47 Rotational speed of the impeller in rad/sec
SViscosity 1.0 Absolute Fluid Viscosity (ji) for SAE 10W
oil at
20 Celsius (dynsec/cm2)
SDensity 1.0 Fluid Density for SAE 10W oil
(grams/cm ), assuming SG*1.0
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5.6 Simulation Time:
It is estimated that 80% of the labor-hours required to prepare a finite element
analysis is spent in generating the mesh [11]. Since creating a three dimensional
model can be very difficult and a time consuming task, it is advisable to automate
the mesh whenever possible. Reducing the labor-hours can greatly increase the
cost-effectiveness of the entire analysis. In this particular thesis, a great portion of
the time was spent running the solution (especially for the transient analysis). The
amount of computer time needed to run a FEM fluid dynamics solution depends
on two components: the amount of time to form the matrices (the amount of time
to solve the system of equations) and the solution method. The time that takes it to
form the matrices and the system of equations (linear and non-linear) is directly
dependent on the total number of elements. An element is a collection of nodes.
When increasing the number of elements in the model, the time required to run the
analysis also increases in a much greater scale. For example, when looking at
Kellem 's thesis, the total number of elements are approximately 33,000, and the
time that it takes to run a full revolution is approximately thirty three days.
Analogous to his thesis, each model in this thesis has approximately 16,000
elements, and the time that it took to run a full revolution was approximately seven
days. Both models used the same solution method (the Segregated solvers) to
reduce the resources required for performing the solution. Therefore, whenever
designing more complex problems, it is important to consider the number of
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elements required to run an analysis. It is desirable to have a dense mesh to obtain
accurate results; however, the denser the mesh, the greater the cost of the analysis.
Thus, it is up to the designer to decide if it is worth spending the extra time to run
a denser mesh solution. Obviously, solutions will converge faster for faster
computers (Note: Kellem's thesis and this thesis were run in the same UNIX
computer station). In the future, as computer technology advances and prices
become more affordable, FEM models like this will be completed in short runs.
5.7 FI-GEN (Geometry):
Several steps are required to generate the tank geometry. First, the user must be
either on FIDAP Graphical User Interface (GUI), or on a text mode editor
(background batch mode) before building the geometry of the tank. Building the
geometry through text mode editor (i.e., vi editor) requires more experience, and it
is not recommended for beginners. This is because the user has a better chance of
making mistakes and cannot actually see the development of the geometry.
The initial phase in building the tank geometry in this thesis started by selecting
FI-GEN sub-module from the GUI window. Under FI-GEN sub-module there are
many steps required in developing a three-dimensional model of amixing tank.
The explanation of the details related to FI-GEN sub-module will be discussed in
general terms for the tank geometry (the same geometry file is used for the
unbaffled steady state and baffled transient state analysis). The details relating to
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each of the steps used to build the tank geometry are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
5.7.1 Points:
When beginning FI-GEN sub-module, the first step in building the model is to
generate the points necessary to define the tank and the impeller geometry. The
the tank geometry file was developed entirely in the Cartesian coordinate system,
and the coordinates of the impeller are incorporated in the tank geometry. This
means that a new tank geometry is required whenever changing the number of
blades and the impeller type. Figure 5.4 shows the initial stage in defining the
points of the tank geometry. In the case of a mixing tank, not every point is
needed to build the geometry. In fact, the only points necessary are the ones
shown in Figure 5.4. These points shown on the lower surface define the bottom
of the tank; the points along the vertical center line are used to scale up the lines;
the points in the vertical direction away from the center line are used to outline the
impeller geometry. Later, these points must be connected with the curve command
to mark the limits of the boundary conditions.
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Figure 5.4 (Coordinates of the TankGeometry)
5.7.2 Curve:
Curves are the next step up from points. Curves describe the boundary shapes of
the mixing tank (straight lines and circles). The type of curves created in the
construction of the models are shown in Figure 5.5. The straight lines are the ones
defined by the horizontal and vertical segments. The horizontal lines are used to
divide the circles into four distinct regions, and the vertical line is needed to
project the model upwards which is done in a later step (projection of solids).
After forming the circles, they must be split into four arcs so the projection of the
circle creates four surfaces around the circle (instead of just one surface). This
process is required to generate the two-dimensional mesh (Mesh Face) along the
bottom of the tank.
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Figure 5.5 (Horizontal and Vertical Curves)
5.7.3 Mesh Edges:
After defining the curves, the next step on building the tank geometry is to set the
grading field. The remainder of the sub-commands in FI-GEN supply information
specifically for the meshing of a region and to project up the geometry. The mesh
edge command holds information about the exact location of the nodes and how
many nodes are on the curve. Furthermore, the mesh density is controlled through
the parameters given in Table 5.2. It should be noted that the greater the value
associated with each parameter, the finer the mesh grading. Typically, rotating
boundary layers are very thin, and the mixing tank model in FIDAP requires a very
fine grid near the rotating wall. In addition, rotating flows (i.e., mixing tank)
involve steep gradients in the circumferential velocity which requires a fine grid
for accurate resolution.
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Mesh edge information generates continuum elements along the curve. Figure 5.6
shows the nodes created by the mesh edge command. Note: the nodes are
represented by the dots along the two circles and the straight lines (horizontal and
vertical). The boundary elements of the model were also created during the mesh
edge command. These boundary elements are associated with a name (given in
Table 5.2) which is used to apply boundary conditions.
The mesh edge command is only applied to the curves shown in Figure 5.5. When
the model is scaled up, the nodes are passed to each corresponding line. For
example, when defining the boundary elements for a 90 degree segment of the
curve (i.e., the tank diameter). The number of nodes for this segment of the curve
will correspond exactly to the number of elements for the projected curve. Thus,
for this model the number of nodes for parallel curves are identical.
DP
l<
XL
Z^-f'
Figure 5.6 (Mesh Edge Applied to Lines and Circles)
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5.7.4 Mesh Face:
Mesh face is the command that contains all the information necessary to generate a
2-dimensional set of continuum elements in the tank geometry (i.e., bottom and
top surface of the tank, impeller surface, and tank walls). The mesh face is a
combination of all the lower level components (i.e., points, curves, surfaces, mesh
edges, and mesh loops). Two dimensional mesh is defined by all the geometric
information from the points, curves, and surfaces as well as the meshing
information from the mesh edges and mesh loops. For a typical model, the step
prior to formulating the mesh edges should be the Surface component, and the
next step is the Mesh Loop component. Despite these step sequences, FIDAP
provides shortcuts for simple two dimensional geometry to speed up the
formulation of the model. For example, the mesh face by wireframe option
automatically uses the boundary edges to define the surface and the mesh loop in
addition to the mesh face. However, for the mixing tank geometry presented in
this thesis, the surface and mesh loop components must be defined prior to adding
the mesh face to the model.
In this thesis, the surface and the mesh loop areas were created by a series of end-
to-end curves that defined the bottom region of the tank. As an example, imagine
the circle shown in Figure 5.7. Each 90 degree arc defines the outer boundary and
the straight lines define the interior boundary. The surface component and the
mesh loop component are the region bounded by these curves. Following this
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same concept, the mesh face was created for the bottom of the tank geometry.
After creating the mesh faces, the information was used to project the solid (i.e.,
scale up the geometry of the tank). The mesh face generation for the two
dimensional surface are discussed in theMesh Generation section.
Surface = Curve 1 + Curve 2 + Curve 3
Mesh Loop = Curve 1 + Curve 2 + Curve 3
Mesh Face = Surface +Mesh Loop
Figure 5.7 (Examples of Surfaces,Mesh Loops, andMesh Faces)
5.7.5 Mesh Solid:
Mesh solid defines the volume of the tank while mesh face defines the two-
dimensional surfaces of the tank. They are defined as a collection ofmesh areas
which produce three-dimensional finite elements (i.e., bricks or wedges). The
mesh generation for the two-dimensional and three-dimensional areas of the tank
are explained in details in the following section.
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The surfaces, mesh loops, and mesh faces must be defined prior to creating the
mesh solid. The add by projection (command) used in this model bypasses many
of these steps and creates the mesh solid by a single mesh face and a single curve.
It generates the mesh solid by projecting the mesh face along the curve. For
instance, when projecting the tank, the first step is to select a mesh face. After
selecting a mesh face, a curve perpendicular to the mesh face must be selected as
well. The final step is to accept the mesh solid projection which will project the
geometry along the length of the curve. FIDAP automatically generates the
remaining required curves, surfaces, mesh loops, and mesh faces required for the
mesh solid definition. As an illustration of the tank projection, Figure 5.8 shows
the initial phase of the mesh solid creation. Figure 5.9 shows the complete
projection of the tank geometry.
V-
Figure 5.8 (Initial Stage of theMesh Solid Projection)
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Figure 5.9 (Final Stage of theMesh Solid Projection)
5.7.6 Mesh Generation:
Until now, points, curves, surfaces, mesh edges, mesh loops, mesh face, and mesh
solid have already been used to define the geometry of the tank. Once the
geometry of the tank is completed, the next phase is the generation of the finite
element mesh. The mesh generation in the mixing tank model involves two-
dimensional and three-dimensional finite elements.
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5.7.6.1 Two-Dimensional Mesh:
As mentioned earlier, the two-dimensional mesh is controlled by the mesh face
component. The meshing of a mesh phase is a two stage process: First the mesh
face is created (as explained in the Mesh Face section), and then it is meshed.
FIDAP offers two different mesh generation procedures. One is the "Map" mesh
generation which produces regularly spaced map elements. The second mesh
generation procedure, "Pave", is less restricted to regular rectangular elements
(quadrilaterals). Figure 5.10 a-b illustrates the difference between "Map" and
"Pave"
mesh. The advantage of "Map" mesh is the regular defined shape of the
element created. In a finite element, the results depend on the quality of the mesh
and the density of the mesh. "Map" mesh does not produce any irregular nodes,
and all the elements used in this analysis are quadrilateral. Although map mesh is
preferred, some restrictions exist in creating well defined rectangular elements.
These restrictions include:
The region must be bounded by four curves (four sides).
The opposing sides of the region must have an equal number of element
divisions.
The area to bemapped must be connected on all four corners (it cannot contain
any holes).
Paved mesh, on the other hand, has almost no restriction on the region to be
meshed. Some of the advantages ofpavedmesh include:
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No limit on the number of "curves" defining a region. Unlike map mesh which
requires four curves to mesh a region.
It does not require a regular geometry for the grid. The mesh region may be
complicated in shape.
The geometrymay contain one ormore holes.
After the user accepts the paved mesh, FIDAP automatically performs the mesh
generation.
Both algorithms (map and pave mesh) requires that any of the mesh loops defining
amesh face must have an even number of element subdivision.
-a-
("Pave"
Mesh) -b-
("Map"
Mesh)
Figure 5.10 (Difference in Shape Between "Map" and "Pave" Mesh)
The bottom and the top surface of the tank geometry consists of
"Map"
and
"Pave"
mesh. The paved mesh is incorporated in the inner diameter, and the mapped
mesh is the region between the inner diameter and the outer diameter (see Figure
5.11 for details). Map mesh cannot be applied to the inner diameter of the tank
because each quadrant is only bounded by three curves (and not four curves as
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required for the mapped mesh). Analogous to the inner diameter, the outer
diameter is bounded by four curves which meets the criteria for map mesh. The
distinction between "Map" and "Pave" mesh is very noticeable when looking at
the top view of the tank geometry (see Figure 5.12). Another example of two-
dimensional mesh is the mapped mesh used for the impeller blade and the tank
walls. The impeller mesh is shown in Figure 5. 13, and the wall mesh is shown in
Figure 5.14.
Inner Diameter
Outer Diameter
Figure 5.1 1 (Bottom Surface of the Tank Geometry)
A FIDAP element group is created whenever generating a mesh on a mesh face.
For a two-dimensional mesh (i.e., bottom, top, impeller, and wall surface of the
tank geometry), the element group will be continuum. For this particular thesis, an
entity name was specified for each element group. The entity natties for the two-
dimensional mesh are provided below:
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ENTITY- 'blade" (The same entity name is assigned to each blade in the
model).
ENTITY-'
wall"(Specifies the walls as a single element group).
<
ENTITY- 'bottom" (Specifies the four quadrants that makes up the bottom
surface of the tank as a single element group).
ENTITY- 'top" (Specifies the four quadrants that makes up the top surface
of the tank as a single element group).
ENTITY- 'cline" (Specifies a vertical line ofnodes above the center of the
impeller as single element group).
Note that die last entity, "cline", simulates the shaft of the impeller and is not
defined by the mesh face command. Instead, die mesh edge command was used to
define the mesh grading information for the edge of the shaft. After defining the
entity names in the two-dimensional mesh, they are used to apply the boundary
conditions for each mesh face in the model.
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Figure 5.12 (Mesh Face of the Top Surface of the Tank)
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Figure 5.13 (Impeller Mesh Face)
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Figure 5.14 (Wall and Top Surface, Mesh Face)
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5.7.6.2 Three-Dimensional Mesh:
This is the final step in creating the physical geometry of the tank. The three-
dimensional mesh is created in the mesh solid sub-module of FI-GEN. When
meshing a solid, FIDAP fills the volume of the tank with brick elements and
creates boundary element group. Like the mesh face sub-module, the mesh solid
command is a two stage process. In this first stage, the geometry of the tank is
projected up and all mesh solids are formed. The second stage involves the three-
dimensional mesh generation. FIDAP offers two approaches to generate a mapped
mesh solid (three dimensional mesh). One is known as the "standard" approach,
while the second is more like a "shortcut" approach. The "shortcut" approach is
for less complex geometry. The method used in this thesis is the "standard"
approach which requires all the proceeding commands (curves, surfaces, mesh
loops, andmesh faces) before defining a mesh solid. For the "standard" approach,
mesh solids are created by using the MSOLID (ADD,...) command in FI-GEN
sub-module. When creating a mesh solid a name must be given in order to
identify an entity group. In the case of the tank geometry, the entity names for the
boundary element group are defined as follows:
ENTITY- 'fluid1" (This entitywas assigned to the first and third quadrant of
the mesh diameter).
ENTITY="fluid2" (This entitywas assigned to the second and fourth
quadrant of the mesh diameter).
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ENTITY- 'Baffle" (This entity specifies all four quadrants belonging to the
baffle region; i.e., region between the inner diameter and
the outer diameter).
Figure 5.15 illustrates, in a two-dimensional space, the boundary group elements
that were created for the tank mesh solid definition. This represents the mesh
solid created for the regions between the bottom of the tank and below the
impeller. The complete three-dimensional mesh of the tank geometry is shown in
Figure 5. 16.
ENTITY-"Baffle"
(ENTITY="fluidl") = Volume 1 + Volume 3 + . . .+ Volume 19
(ENTITY="fluid2") - Volume 2 + Volume 4 + . . .+ Volume 20
Figure 5.15 (Boundary Group Elements for the TankMesh Solid Definition)
The second approach (the ADD by Wireframe command) reduces the number of
steps required to create a tliree-dimensional mesh which greatly simplifies the
mesh solid creation process. When using the add by wireframe command, the
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mesh solid is created from a closed set of connected curves. However, this
command is restricted to simple connected curves. Thus, when creating a mesh
solid via add by wireframe command, the order of selection of the curves is
critical. This is important because the curves must be connected in sequence, and
the adjacent curves must share a common point. To avoid these problems, FIDAP
recommends to select the curves in a clockwise or counter-clockwise order around
the mesh face.
Figure 5.16 (The Complete Three-Dimensional Mesh for the Tank Geometry)
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5.7.6.3 Element Type:
The default element type in FIDAP is a four node quadrilateral for the two-
dimensional surfaces. There is a command in FI-GEN that allows the user to
modify the element type. However, FIDAP strongly discourages to change the
element type. When solving a fluid problem using a finite element code, the
elementmatrices require the use of interpolation functions that are at least linear in
x, y, and z. Formeshing a two-dimensional surface (mesh face), the element types
are limited to quadrilaterals and triangles. The triangle elements are created by
subdividing the quadrilateral elements. For this analysis only quadrilateral
elements were created for the two-dimensional mesh, because it gives more
accurate results over a linear triangular element. A quadrilateral element produces
a polynomial approximation of the solution, while linear triangular element
produces a linear approximation. All terms in the polynomial should be linearly
independent. In a finite element analysis, polynomial function (quadratic
elements) results in a closer discretization of the domain.
The finite element formulation for a three-dimensional problem follows the same
basic ideas as for a two-dimensional problem. When FIDAP creates a mesh, the
element group number is automatically assigned in a sequential order. This same
capability holds for two-dimensional mesh. The element type used for the three
dimensional mesh is a rectangular prism (or brick) element. To discuss all the
details of a finite element formulation of a mixing tank in three-dimensions is
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beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, the assembly of finite element
equations (rectangular elements and brick elements) are not presented in this
thesis. Figures 5.17 a,b,c show a typical triangle, quadrilateral, and brick element,
and the interpolation functions for each element are also presented.
Ue
=Ct+C2X + C3Y Ue=Cx+C2X +CJ + CAXY
Ue=C0+C,X+C2Y + C3Z +CJZ + C,XZ + C6XY + C7XYZ
-c-
Figure 5.17 (Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Elements)
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5.8 Boundary Conditions:
The commands described in this section are used to specify the various boundary
and initial conditions which are to be applied to the mixing tank model. The
boundary condition commands for the files: (boundaryunbaffle.read, boundary
_build.read,Boundarylatrans.r ad, Boundarylbtrans.read, Boundary2_trans.
read, Boundary3_trans.read) that are not identical, they are discussed separately to
avoid any confusion. The boundary conditions for a mixing tank is without a
doubt the most difficult part in building the model. Besides having to understand
the physics of the flow, the user must know where to specify constrained and
initial values for the nodal degrees of freedom. For advanced models, such as this
one, the user must also supply a user-subroutine to simulate the motion of the
baffles.
The boundary conditions determine what set of equations are required to solve the
flow being simulated, and control all the fluid properties, shaft rotational speed,
and time increments. After completing the FIPREP module, the boundary
condition information is saved into a database file for future FISOLV simulation.
There are two program modules (FI-BC and FIPREP) built in FIDAP to control
the model information and the input data for a flow simulation. Both modules
were used to specify the boundary conditions and input data for the tank geometry.
All the boundary conditions created for this analysis are specified as an input file
(readfile), and it contains all the data record to run a simulation (see Appendix A
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and B for further details). There is only one boundary condition readfile,
boundary unbaffle. read, for the unbaffled steady state solution. In contrast to the
transient solution, this file does not require a user-supplied subroutine to model the
baffles. The boundary unbaffe. read file is a simpler version of the
Boundary build, read file. For the transient analysis, however, there are many
files required to run a baffled simulation. The commands and data record for each
of these files are discussed in details in the FI-BC and FIPREP sections and their
use is only summarized here.
Boundary buildread This file performs numerous consistency checks on
the input data as well as providing information on
computer resource requirements without executing
the analysis. The main objective of this file is to
incorporate the executable version of the
subroutine, user.f, in the tank geometry file. This
subroutine file extracts all the nodal information for
the baffle positions. The Program section provides
details specific to the i/se^/subroutine file.
Boundary1a_trans.read This file, in conjunctionwith the boundary2 trans.
read and boundary3. read files, is used to run the
first time step for the transient simulation.
Boundarylb_trans.read This file, in conjunction with the boundary2 trans.
read and boundary3. read files, is used to run the
remained times steps for the transient simulation.
Bounda.ry2_trans.Tead This file is used to impose the y-velocity
component for the baffle positions
Boundary3_trans.read This file is used to define the entity names, and it
also specifies what set of equations to use in
FISOLV executionmodule.
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5.8.1 FI-BC Program Module:
The first programmodule, FI-BC, specifies the initial and boundary conditions for
the tank geometry. This module applies all velocity degrees of freedom to the
mixing tank model. The nodes to which the velocity is to be constrained are
specified by the entity name. The constrained nodal values can be specified in
many different ways (i.e., ZERO, CONSTANT, POLYNOMIAL, SUBROUTINE,
etc.). Besides the velocity component, the FI-BC processor module can specify
the boundary conditions for temperature, species concentrations, turbulent kinetic
energy, pressure, free surface position, turbulent dissipation, and coordinate
system. However, for this particular model, the only boundary and initial
conditions required are for the velocity component.
The BCNODE command applied to the bottom surface, top surface, impeller
surface, shaft, and tank walls are all identical with the exception of the baffled
boundary conditions. In fact, this BCNODE information is valid to nearly all the
mixing tank computational analysis. The description of these boundary condition
terms are given as follows:
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="bottom", POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEM=1, CARTESIAN)
0 $Omega 0 1 0
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="wall", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 $Omega 0 1 0
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEM=1, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
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BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="wallH, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -$Omega 1 0 0
The boundary conditions for the velocities on the tank could be set in the
tangential-normal coordinate system. However, FIDAP does not recommend this
approach because it gives rise to mixed coordinate systems and compatibility
issues [4]. This mixed coordinate system occurs, because the remaining regions of
the model were set in a Cartesian coordinate system. The approach recommended
is the POLYNOMIAL option to set the bottom and wall velocities. FIDAP uses
this polynomial approximation to go from a Cartesian coordinate system to a
cylindrical coordinate system. The moving frame of reference requires that the
velocity is translating with a given linear velocity (U) or rotating with a given
angular velocity (Q) [6]. In the latest case, the walls must be moving with an
angular velocity (Q) in a moving frame of reference. The velocity on the bottom
plate varies linearly. Figure 5.18 [4] shows the required boundary conditions for
the bottom surface of the tank.
Y
j\iAU>< - -raoos<a) - xQ
Figure 5.18 (Boundary Conditions for the Velocity of the Bottom Plate in a
Rotating Frame ofReference)
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The constrained values for the degree of freedom are determined using the
polynomial formula. The polynomial formula is given by equation (5.1) [5], and
the polynomial coefficient values are specified as: 0 $Omega 0 10, and 0 -
$Omega 1 0 0.
constrained value = VAL + 2_a,, x[
'
xl
'
xl
'
(5-0
Where,
VAL = 0, aj = SOmega, PL = 0, P2; = 1, and P3; = 0 for the x-component of
velocity.
VAL = 0, a; = -SOmega, Pl; = 1, P2; = 0, and P3; = 0 for the x-component of
velocity.
The "SYSTEM' and "CARTESIAN" keywords are used to define the coordinate
system for the coordinates of the nodes (xi, x2, and x3) for which the velocity
value is being computed. Note: FIDAP applies the boundary condition to the
internal nodes only; otherwise, the boundary on the edge nodes would overwrite
the previously applied boundary conditions.
BCNODE(UZ, ENTITY="wair, ZERO )
BCNODE( UZ, ENTITY="bottom", ZERO )
BCNODE(UZ, ENTITY="top", ZERO )
In reality, the fluid on the top plate forms a free surface but for the sake of
simplicity the z-component of velocity for the tank walls, bottom surface, and top
surface was set to zero. This enforces that an upper boundary exists and the top
surface is modeled as non-deformable (no vortex is formed).
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BCNODE(UX, ENTCTY="cline",ZERO)
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="cUne",ZERO)
In the rotating frame of reference, the x and y components of the shaft velocity are
set to zero and the entity name is defined as "cline".
BCNODE(VELOCITY,ENTITY="blade,,,ZERO)
The impeller is fixed in the rotating reference system and it is constrained to zero
velocity. This includes constraining all three velocity components (U_, Uy, and
Uz).
All the boundary conditions (BCNODE) up to this point are specified for the
unbaffled steady state analysis and the baffled transient state analysis. Now, the
next step in the FI-BC program module is to specify the initial conditions
(ICNODE). In a steady state analysis, the ICNODE command is used as an initial
guess for the nonlinear iterative solution while for a transient analysis this
command is used as an initial condition at an initial time [5]. In the unbaffled
steady state analysis, the default values were used as an initial guess. The default
values for any initial condition are set by the ICNODE command which is zero.
For the transient solution, however, initial guesses were applied to the model. The
polynomial option is also specified for the initial conditions, and it is defined
identically as for the BCNODE command. The initial values were applied to three
entities (fluid! , fluid2, and Baffle) as follows:
ICNODE( UX, ENTITY="fluidl", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
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ICNODE(UY, ENTITY="fluidl", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN))
0 -$Omega 10 0
ICNODE(UX, ENTITY=nfluid2", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0$Omega0 1 0
ICNODE(UY, ENnTY=Hfluid2", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -$Omega 1 0 0
ICNODE(UX, ENTITY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 $Omega 0 1 0
ICNODE(UY, ENTCTY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -$Omega 10 0
5.8.2 FIPREP Program Module:
The last stage in defining the boundary condition of the tank geometry is the
FIPREP pre-processor program module. All the input and control information
(i.e., shaft rotational speed, time increment, number of time steps, and fluid
properties) are entered during this command.
The same ENTITY command is applied for the steady and transient state
solutions. Once the entity is defined, FIDAP determines the type of elements, and
which set of equations are to be included in the finite element solution. The name
for the entities are:
ENTTTY( FLUID,NAME = "fluidl")
ENTTTY( FLUID, NAME = "fluids)
ENTCTY( FLUID, NAME = "Baffle")
EN1TTY( PLOT, NAME = "bottom")
ENTTTY( PLOT, NAME = "wall")
ENTCTY( PLOT, NAME = "top")
ENTCTY( PLOT, NAME = "blade",ATTACH = "fluid2")
ENTTTY( PLOT, NAME = "cline")
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The names fluidl, fluid2, and Baffle represent all the nodes that belong to the
volume of the tank (three-dimensional regions) while the rest of the names
represent the two-dimensional surfaces of the geometry. The FLUID keyword
specifies that the entities (fluidl, fluidl, Baffle) contain fluid elements and the set
of equations to be solved are fluid momentum, continuity, energy, and species
transport [5]. The other keyword specified is PLOT, which applies plot elements
to solve for the surface regions of the tank. Another keyword shown in the
ENTITY command is ATTACH. For the mixing simulation this keyword
combines two different boundary elements into a single continuum entity. For
example, the boundary of the blade face coincides with the fluid2 entity. Thus, to
make a continuum entity, the ATTACH keyword must be specified so the normal
direction can be computed as a single entity.
The fluid properties (viscosity and density), and the rotating speed of the impeller
are specified by the following commands:
DENSITY( CONSTANT=$Density)
VISCOSITY( CONSTANT=$Viscosity)
ROTATING(OMEGA=$Omega, CORI, CENT, ZS )
Note (1): The ROTATING keyword defines a rotating reference coordinate system
(see Figure 5.19); and the CORI and CENT keywords include the Coriolis and
centrifugal forces in the momentum equation.
Note (2): The VISCOSITY keyword controls the viscosity of the fluid. The single
phase fluid medium, SAE 101V Oil, used for this theoretical model exhibits
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Newtonian behavior. This means that the shear stress of SAE WWOil is seen to
be proportional to strain rate. This relationship is given by equation (5.2) [15].
du
x a
dy
(5.2)
Figure 5.19 (Mixing Tank in a Rotatinjg Frame ofReference)
The minimum commands required to simulate a problem in FIDAP are:
EXECUTION, PROBLEM, RELAXATION, and SOLUTION. The EXECUTION,
RELAXATION, and SOLUTION keywords are almost identical to both models
(unbaffled steady state and baffled transient state), and they are described as
follows:
EXECUTION(NEWJOB )
SOLUTION( SEGREGATED=50, CGSS500,NCGCONVS.0e-6,
PRECONDITION=21, CR=2500, SCGCONVS.0e-4,
VELC=0.05,RESC=0.05)
RELAXATION
0.05 0.05 0.05
The EXECUTION command determines the mode of execution in FISOLV. The
keyword NEWJOB is used to execute a new job. This command, NEWJOB, is
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applied to two boundary condition files (boundaryunbaffle.read and Boundaryla_
trans.read). Another keyword specified in the EXECUTION command is the
DATACHECK option. The DATACHECK command is applied to the Boundary_
buildread file. This command enables FIDAP to read the entire data file for the
transient mixing tank model, and perform numerous data checks on the input file.
The Boundary buildread file is used before any other boundary condition
template file in the transient simulation. This file incorporates the user.fprogram
to extract the nodal information from the baffle region. After reading the
Boundaryjmild.read file into the tank geometry, one final step is required before
generating the data file nodal.dat. The CREATE(FISOLV) command causes
FISOLV to inspect the model definition, to optimize the number sequence of the
nodes in the mesh, and to create the nodal.dat file. Recall that the nodal.dat file is
generated by the executable file from the user.f program during the CREATE
(FISOLV) run. The last keyword specified in the EXECUTION command is the
RESTART option. This option is used to restart the transient analysis, and it is
specified in the Boundarylbtrans.read file. The RESTART keyword flags the
run as a restart job and the previous simulation is provided as the restart results
database. The Application section explains in more detail the procedure required
to restart a transient analysis.
The SOLUTION command is used to specify the iterative method used to obtain
the non-linear system of equations and the corresponded linear system of
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equations. The time integration employed in the solution of the mixing model is
the segregated algorithm with the iterative linear equation solver. This method
stores the global coefficient matrix in a "sparse" matrix format" [5], which results
in significant reduction in storage and CPU requirements for large problems.
Analogous, if direct Gausian elimination was selected, there would be a series of
smaller linear systems for every degree of freedom at each time step. The
coefficient matrix would have a corresponded system of equations, which would
result in great computational cost and storage space for the equations being solved.
The number of iterations is determined by the value followed by the
SEGREGATED keyword. This number is highly dependent on the convergence
criteria. The iterative methods for the non-symmetric and symmetric linear
equation system is determined by the keywords (CGS and CR). The values of
CGS and CR are defined as the maximum number of iterations allowed to reach
convergence. The convergence criteria for these two methods is determined by the
keywords (NCGCONV and SCGCONV). The convergence criteria for non
symmetrical linear system of equations is specified by the NCGCONV keyword,
and the convergence criteria for the symmetrical linear system of equations is
specified by the SCGCONV keyword. The accuracy of the results depend on the
value of these factors (a tight tolerance should always be used). The method of
iterative equation solver is determined by the value specified by the
PRECONDITION keyword. The value 21 means that the method "Gauss-Siedel
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for symmetric and diagonal for non-symmetric systems" [5] is employed for the
iterative equation solver. It is important to reach good convergence when using a
segregated approach (specially for a transient analysis), otherwise the errors could
accumulate as the solutions are solved. One approach used in the analysis is the
VELCONV and RESCONV to ensure that the model will converge. From 'my'
own experience, if the solution is not converging the VELC value should be lower.
The RELAXATION command is used to control the relaxation factors for the
segregated solution method. The recommended value for isothermal problems
with mixing Reynolds number (NRe) less than 100 (actual NRe =94.23) is 0.05 for
all velocity degrees of freedom.
For the unbaffled steady state solution, the problem definition is:
PROBLEM( 3-D, NONLINEAR, DSfCO, STEADY, LAME, NEWT, ISOT, FIXE, SING )
And for the baffled transient state solution the problem definition is:
PROBLEM( 3-D, NONLINEAR, DSTCO, TRAN, LAMI, NEWT, ISOT, FIXE, SING )
The definition for each keyword in the PROBLEM command statement is:
3-D Specifies a three-dimensional problem
NONLINEAR Convective term is included in the momentum equation
INCO Specifies incompressible flow
STEADY Specifies steady state solution
TRAN Specifies transient state solution
NEWT SpecifiesNewtonian fluid
ISOT Specifies isothermal conditions
FIXE Specifies that the geometry of the problem is unchanged
SING Specifies single-phase flow
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The time integration command is specified as follows:
TIMEINTEGRATION(TRAP,NSTEPS, DT = $Time_inc, TSTART = 0, FIXED)
When running a transient simulation the time integration method must be specified
for the finite element solution. FIDAP offers two implicit time integration
schemes (backward Euler and trapezoid rule), and one explicit time integration
scheme (forward Euler). The advantages and disadvantages of each method can be
found in Chapter 7 of the FIDAP TheoryManual [6]. The number of time steps to
be calculated for the transient analysis is determined by the keyword NSTEP. A
large value for the number of time steps is strongly discouraged. This approach
could result in a large database file as the FISOLV processor module calculates
each time step. As a result, the storage space in the computer reduces when
applying a large number of time steps. Rather it is recommended that the transient
analysis be performed in stages by utilizing the RESTART option. For this
particularmodel, one time step was used for every solution. This is a quite tedious
process, but it appears to be the most reliable method for large runs. The DT is the
time increment for every time step for a fixed time increment option (FIXED). An
increment of 0.015 seconds was used for the transient simulation. This number is
based on the rotational speed of the shaft and the number of nodes on a 90 degree
segment of the tank diameter ($Mesh_Radius). Equation (5.3) determines the time
increment for a transient simulation. Note: this value is automatically calculated
by the program Startfwhen providing the rotational speed of the shaft and the
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number of divisions in the 90 degree segment of the tank diameter. The TSTART
keyword is the initial starting time for the time integration. When restarting the
solution (boundarylb trans. read) this value is ignored and the TSTART value is
read from the restart file. Thus, it is not necessary to add this term to the
boundarylatrans. read file.
STime inc-- -x x60x (5.3)
Velociy (rpm) 4 $Mesh_Raaius
5.9 Programs:
There are four programs (Start.f, user.f, Baff4.f, and plot!d.f) used in the mixing
tank analysis. All programs were written in FORTRAN 77 language. The steps
involved in designing the programs are not discussed here; instead, the objective
and application of each program will be presented.
5.9.1 Startf Program:
The Start.f program creates a input data file (input.read), which contains all the
variables necessary to run a steady state or a transient state simulation. The
input.read data file enables the user to easily automate the model. When creating
a mixing tank model, keep in mind that the units should be consistent (see
Appendix C for detail explanation on how to run the StarLfjnogram).
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5.9.2 user.fProgram:
The user.f file is used to call the subroutine (USRICI) to extract the nodal
information from the baffle region. The USRICI subroutine is used to apply initial
conditions to the boundary values, and it is called during the FIPREP pre
processor module. The boundary values (nodes) for the baffle information are
found through the user.fprogram. To find the nodes along the 90 degree segment
of the tank diameter, the user must first provide information about the position of
the baffles. This information (parameters) is incorporated in the Boundary_
buildread file. The command in the Boundarybuild.read file that specify these
parameters when called by the subroutine USRICI is:
ICNODE(UZ, ENTITY = "Baffle", CYLINDRICAL, SUBROUTINE = 5)
1 SNBaffle $Mesh_Radius $Baffle_InRad $Tank_Radius
When running the model DATACHECK these five constants (1, SNBaffle,
$Mesh_Radius, SBafflelnRad, and $Tank_Radius) are passed to the user.f
program. The SNBaffle parameter determines the number of baffles used in the
simulation. The location of the baffles is controlled by the nodes along the 90
degree segment of the tank diameter. The baffle region (SBafflelnRad and
STankRadius) and the number of segments for the 90 degree arc ($Mesh_Radius)
must be provided to the wser./program. The information here is used to solve for
the nodal values, x-coordinate of the nodes, angle position of the nodes, and the
number for each segment along the 90 degree arc. While running the FISOLV
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(CREATE) processor module, the executable version of the user.f program creates
a data file (nodal.dat) to store all the baffle information for each time increment.
Table 5.4 is an example of the baffle information stored in the nodal.dat file.
Note: these values were picked randomly from the nodal.dat file, and they
correspond to a 360 degree rotation of the baffle around the impeller. By no
means, these values correspond to the entire nodal.dat file.
Table 5.4
Node# X-Coordinate Angle Position (Degree) Increment Value
100 6.9997 6.1769 1
99 6.9997 13.5225 2
98 6.9999 22.2580 3
97 7.0000 32.6464 4
96 7.0000 45.0001 5
95 6.9998 57.3539 6
94 6.9999 67.7421 7
93 6.9999 76.4775 8
92 6.9999 83.8231 9
34 5.8000 90.0000 10
109 6.9999 96.1769 1
108 6.9999 103.5225 2
107 6.9999 112.2579 3
106 6.9998 122.6461 4
105 7.0000 134.9999 5
104 7.0000 147.3536 6
103 6.9999 157.7420 7
102 6.9997 166.4775 8
101 6.9997 173.8231 9
68 7.0000 180.0000 10
118 6.9997 186.1769 1
117 6.9997 193.5225 2
116 6.9999 202.2580 3
115 7.0000 212.6464 4
114 7.0000 225.0001 5
113 6.9998 237.3539 6
112 6.9999 247.7421 7
111 6.9999 256.4775 8
110 6.9999 263.8231 9
73 7.0000 270.0000 10
90
Cont
Nodetf X-Coordinate Angle Position (Degree) Increment Value
127 6.9999 276.1769 1
126 6.9999 283.5225 2
125 6.9999 292.2579 3
124 6.9998 302.6461 4
123 7.0000 314.9999 5
122 7.0000 327.3536 6
121 6.9999 337.7420 7
120 6.9997 346.4775 8
119 6.9997 353.8231 9
344 7.0000 360.0000 10
5.9.3 Baff4.fProgram:
This program extracts the nodal information from the nodal.dat file, and it creates
new data files (baffle001.dat, baffle002.dat,..., baffle010.dat) for each increment
along the 90 degree segment of the tank diameter. The baffle data files created
contain all the nodal information to simulate the baffle motion for each time
increment. Remember, in a rotating frame of reference the baffles are moving
along the tank wall, and the impeller is constrained to zero velocity. Figure 5.20
shows the moving boundary condition for the 90 degree rotation of the impeller.
5.9.4 plotld.fProgram:
The p/ofM/program is used in the post-processor (FIPOST) to view the results of
the velocity vector, pressure distribution, and shear forces. This program allows
the user to define a general cutting surface via a user-supplied subroutine
(USRDST). The user must input the coordinates (x, y, and z) where the plane will
be cut. The plot files which require this subroutine are: plotld.read, plot2.read,
and plot3.read, and they are all provided inAppendix B.
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Time Steps: 0 and 10
Baffle Positions:
(0. 90. 180, 270, 360
degrees)
Time Step 1
Baffle Positions:
(6.2. 96.2, 186.2, 276.2
degrees)
Time Step 2
Baffle Positions:
(13.5. 103.5. 193.5. 283.5
degrees)
Time Step 4
Baffle Positions:
(32.6. 122.6. 212.6, 302.6
degrees)
Time Step 6
Baffle Positions:
(57.4, 147.4. 237.4, 327.4
degrees)
Time Step 3
Baffle Positions:
(22.3. 112.3, 202.3, 292.3
degrees)
Time Step 5
Baffle Positions:
(45, 135, 225, 315
degrees)
Time Step 7
Baffle Positions:
(67.7. 157.7. 247.7, 337.7
degrees)
Time Step 8
Baffle Positions:
(76.5. 166.5. 256.5,
degrees)
346.5
Figure 5.20 (BaffleMotionAround the Impeller)
Time Step 9
Baffle Positions:
(83.8, 173.8, 263.8,
degrees)
353.8
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5.10 Model Application to a Mixing Problem:
This section shows the various capabilities and options available for the generic
model developed in this thesis. Some typical areas of industrial application for the
code developed in this thesis are:
Food and Beverage industries - i.e., flow and temperature distribution in stirred
tanks, and foodmixing equipment.
Chemical Industry - i.e., chemical mixing, blend time, chemical product
distribution, analysis ofmass transport due to homogeneous and heterogeneous
mixing, mixing of gases, and heat transfer problems due to chemical reactions
Biomedical industry - i.e., mixing formulas with a high degree ofmixing.
Film industry - i.e., mixing of chemical and dyes
Micromixing - i.e., stirring speed, gas-liquid dispersion, and liquid-solid
suspensions. Analysis ofmixing inmicroorganisms.
The model presented in this thesis is capable of analyzing awide range ofmixing
problems. For instance, the model is capable of analyzing:
Newtonian orNon-Newtonian fluids
Incompressible or compressible fluids
Laminar or turbulent flows
Single-phase or two-phase flows
Steady-state or transient flows
Heat transfer problems or isothermal problems
Baffled or unbaffled tanks
Radial flows (the model is limited to paddle radial impellers)
Any size of cylindrical tank
Flows with mass transport due to homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical
reactions
Note: Appendix C provides the steps required to run the model.
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Chapter 6
Results
This chapter shows the results for the two models:
1. Unbaffled tank steady state analysis
2. Baffled tank transient state analysis
All the runs have solutions for the velocity vector, pressure distribution, and shear
distribution. There are a total of six plots for each run, including four plots for the
velocity vector. These four plots allow an easier visualization of the fluid velocity
at different angles and positions. Note: all the plots are presented in a fixed
rotating frame of reference. This means that the wall and baffles are fixed, and the
impeller is rotating with an angular velocity. The transformation from a rotating
frame of reference to a fixed frame of reference is accomplished by using the
FIPOST SCALE command (i.e., SCALE (NOROTATING).
6.1 Mixing TankModel:
The mixing tank model was developed using cgs units. The tank diameter is 14
cm and the radial impeller is 6 cm in diameter. The lower edge of the impeller is
positioned in the center at 4.25 cm above the bottom of the tank. The analysis
consists of four radial paddle impellers spaced 90 degrees apart. The impeller
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rotates at 100 rpm which corresponds to 10.47 rad/sec. The width of each baffle is
1.2 cm. The fluid medium used in the simulation is a 10W motor oil at 20 degree
Celsius. The flow is assumed to be laminar with a small mixing Reynolds number
(Nre=94.23).
6.2 Steady State Unbaffled Model Solution:
The results for the unbaffled steady state solution are shown in Figures 6. 1 to 6.6.
Figure 6. 1 shows the velocity field on the symmetry plane. The results clearly
show the radial flow pattern along the axis of rotation. Figure 6.2 illustrates the
velocity at different levels of the tank, and the effects of the fluid swirling can be
immediately seen. Figure 6.3 shows a cross-section of the tank along the center of
the impeller. This plot shows the flow in the vicinity of the blade moving in a
counterclockwise direction. Figure 6.4 shows the velocity field inside the tank.
Also, as the fluid moves away from the blade, the circulation loses strength and
begins to break down.
The velocity results show thatwithout baffles the fluid functions approximately as
a rigid body rotation. Even though 10W oil is considered a high viscous flow, it
is not sufficient to prevent the formation of a vortex. The final two Figures 6.5
and 6.6, show the fluid forces acting on the impeller. Figure 6.5 shows the
pressure distribution effects, and Figure 6.6 shows the shear distribution. The last
plot reveals the location of the impeller, and the highest shear force which is
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acting on the face of the blades. The solution compares well with Kellem 's results
[11] for unbaffled steady state analysis.
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Figure 6.1 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in an Unbaffled Tank)
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Figure 6.2 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in an Unbaffled Tank) 97
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Figure 6.3 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in an Unbaffled Tank)
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Figure 6.4 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in an Unbaffled Tank)
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Figure 6.5 (Pressure Distribution in an Unbaffled Tank)
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Figure 6.6 (Shear Distribution in an Unbaffled Tank)
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6.3 Transient State Baffled Model Solution:
The results for the transient analysis are shown in chronological order for the first
fifteen time steps. The solution could not reach a quasi-steady state flow, because
unstable conditions started to develop after time step 15. Each time step
corresponds to a fixed time increment of 0.015, and time step 15 represents
approximately 135 degree rotation of the impeller. A lot of time and effort was
spent in developing the transient simulation of a baffled tank before realizing that
this version of FIDAP (7.0) could not solve for moving boundary conditions.
Using undocumented features has its risks, but a moving boundary condition
command has been added to the new version (7.6) oiFIDAP. This version has not
been released yet; however, it adds a lot of new capabilities to model stirred tanks
with baffles. This new capability is referred as "moving body constraint^, which
the user can define constraint for nodal degrees of freedom that are applied and
released as a function of time and position during the simulation. This same
technique ("moving body constraint) added to the future version of FIDAP has
already been developed for this thesis. For instance, the velocity along the blades
is zero, while the velocity along the walls and baffles is given by the rotational
speed. At a given time step, the nodes associated with the baffles can be given
their appropriate boundary conditions and constraints. At the next time step,
however, the baffles have moved. The old constraints need to be removed and
new constraints need to be applied. For example, the boundary condition for the
nodes associated with the first time step is applied. After the solution is
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completed, the nodes are removed and a new set of nodes corresponding to the
second time step is applied. The same procedure will follow for the remaining
time steps. Therefore, the user can apply the same technique developed in this
thesis to the future version ofFIDAP with only a few and simple modifications.
' One of the difficulties associated with solving flows in rotating reference frames is
the instability of the solution process. This instability is introduced when the
rotational term is large, which leads to a high degree of coupling between the
momentum equations. Selecting a high degree of rotation in the model may cause
a large pressure gradient to form, which affects the distribution of the swirl in the
flow field. A large pressure gradient may also affect the direction of the flow
(driving the flow in the axial and radial directions). Therefore, a large rotational
speed may lead to instabilities in the solution process. For this reason, special
techniques may be required in order to obtain a converged solution. FIDAP has a
pressure stabilization term which is included in the continuity equation. The main
effect of this term is to stabilize unstable velocity-pressure approximation
combinations. This pressure stabilization term is given by equation (6. 1) [5], and
the FIDAP stabilization command is described in Chapter 5.
-x
V2jP (6.1)-a
u 4
+77 +
r
_
v
3/*
ph2)Vh)
Where;
u =mean speed in element, h = element length scale, /i = mean vis cosity in element,
and p - mean density in element
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Each 90 degree segment of the tank diameter corresponds to ten time steps. The
baffles are rotating in a counterclockwise direction. Notice the vortices created
after each of the baffle positions near the tank wall. Although the transient
analysis did not reach a quasi-steady state condition, it is expected that the
solution would start to settle down after a few rotations.
6.3.1 Summary ofFigures 6.7 to 6.30:
Figure 6.7 to 6.10 show the results of the velocity field at 0.015 seconds after the
tank start up. The plots clearly show the flow in the vicinity of the blade. The
flow moves quickly behind the blades to fill the low pressure regions. The
pressure and shear distribution plots, Figure 6.11 to 6.12, shows the high force
regions along the blade. At this region the pressure gradient is greater around the
impeller, and the energy dissipation increases due to viscous effects. The highest
shear point occurs at the tip of the blades where the fluid velocity reaches its
maximum.
Figures 6.13 to 6.24 correspond to time step 2 (0.030 seconds) and time step 3
(0.045 seconds). The flowmoves in a counterclockwise direction, as shown in the
impeller plane velocity plots (Figures 6.15 and 6.21). Throughout the simulation
the position of the impeller does not change. However, the baffle position changes
for each time step. The effects of the baffles are more visible after the impeller
begins to gain momentum, and the radial flow pattern starts to form. The
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maximum shearing force occurs at the tip of the blades as shown in Figures 6.18
and 6.24.
At time step 4 (a true time of 0.060 seconds) the radial flow effects are beginning
to appear as shown in Figure 6.25. The pressure and shear forces (Figures 6.29
' and 6.30) remain isolated near the impeller region, due to the initial phase of the
fluid rotation. However, as the fluid forces reach the tank walls, it becomes less
isolated around the impeller region.
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Figure 6.7 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 1)
Figure 6.8 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank. Time Sten ft 104
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Figure 6.9 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 1)
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Figure 6.10 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Sten 1)
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Figure 6.11 (Pressure Distribution in a baffled Tank, Time Step 1)
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Figure 6.12 (Shear Distribution in a baffled Tank, Time Step 1) 106
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Figure 6.13 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 2)
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Figure 6.14 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank. Tim* Sten 2\
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Figure 15 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 2)
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Figure 16 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 2)
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Figure 17 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 2)
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Figure 18 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 2)
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Figure 6.19 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 3)
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Figure 6.20 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 3)
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Figure 6.21 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 3)
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Figure 22 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Steft3)
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Figure 23 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 3)
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Figure 24 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 3)
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Figure 6.25 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 4)
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Figure 6.26 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 4) 113
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Figure 6.27 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 4)
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Figure 62% (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 4)
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Figure 6.29 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 4)
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Figure 6JO (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 4)
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6.3.2 Summary of Figures 6.31 to 6.66:
Figures 6.31 to 6.36 correspond to the first 0.075 seconds (time step 5) of the
impeller rotation. The velocity vector plots (Figures 6.31 to 6.34) show the
beginning of vortices which occur at the impeller tip. The changes of the flow field
compared to the previous results (from time step 1 to time step 4) start to become
more noticeable. The flow field starts to gain more momentum away from the
impeller. Also, at this point the flow field begins to develop around the baffle region,
and the pressure and shear forces (Figures 6.35 and 6.36) start to develop beyond the
impeller tip.
The changes are even more noticeable after time step 6 (Figures 6.37 and 6.42). The
flow field starts to approach the walls and develop throughout the tank. The pressure
and shear distribution plots are not isolated to the impeller region any longer, and it
begins to spread along the tank. However, the shear forces are still greater on the tip
of the blades.
Circulation becomes evident at time step 7 (Figures 6.43 to 6.45), and vorticity takes
place around the impeller region. At this point, the flow field reaches the walls
around the impeller location, and it begins to move toward the bottom of the tank.
At time step 8 (Figures 6.49 to 6.54), the effects of the baffles becomes noticeable
and vorticity takes place due to the blades and also due to baffles. The pressure and
shear distribution start developing along the walls and along the baffles.
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It is not actually until time step 9 (Figures 6.55 to 6.60) that real mixing starts to
take place. At this point the 'wakening
region'
ends and the forces strength the
circulation around the impeller and on the back of the baffles.
At time step 10 (Figures 6.61 to 6.66) , it is obvious the radial flow pattern is
formed around the impeller region. There is an obvious conterflow (see Figure
6.61) between the walls and the tip of the impeller. The shear and pressure
distribution becomes more evenly distributed along the bottom portion of the tank.
At this time (0.15 seconds from the initial start up of the tank) the impeller
completes a 90 degree rotation along the tank diameter.
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Figure 6.31 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 5)
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Figure 6.32 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 5)
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Figure 633 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 5)
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Figure 6-54 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 5)
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Figure 35 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 5)
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Figure 6.36 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 5) pQ
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Figure 6.37 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 6)
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Figure 638 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 6) 121
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Figure 6.39 (Velocity Vector Plot (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 6)
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Figure 6.40 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Steg^S)
Figure 6.41 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 6)
Figure 6.42 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, 1_ne Step 6)
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Figure 6.43 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 7)
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Figure 6.44 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 7)
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Figure 6.45 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 7)
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Figure 6.46 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time StepJ)
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Figure 6.47 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 7)
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Figure 6.48 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 7)
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Figure 6.49 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 8)
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Figure 6.50 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 8) 127
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Figure 6.51 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 8)
Figure 6.52 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 8)
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Figure 6.53 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 8)
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Figure 6.54 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 8)
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Figure 6.55 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 9)
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Figure 6.56 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 9) 130
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Figure 6.57 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 9)
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Figure 6.58 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time St1??>
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Figure 6.59 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 9)
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Figure 6.60 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 9) 132
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Figure 6.61 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 10)
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Figure 6.62 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 10) 133
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Figure 6.63 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 10)
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Figure 6.64 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step^LO)
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Figure 6.65 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 10)
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Figure 6.66 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 10) 135
6.3.3 Summary ofFigures 6.67 to 6.96:
Figures 6.67 to 6.96 correspond to time step 1 1 to time step 15. After the impeller
completes a 90 degree rotation, the solution start to become unstable. This is
because in a transient simulation the errors accumulate and eventually diverge the
pressure field. When using the RESTART command to continue the solution from
a previous time step, all the variables are read in from the restart file including the
pressure field. Yet, the total number of equations remain the same, and the
problem is being solved with the old coefficients. To solve this problem, an
ICNODE command should be used for the velocity and pressure. However, this
option is not available in FIDAP version 7.0 for the pressure term. Note: the
ICNODE command is used to specify the initial conditions at an initial time. To
alleviate the divergence of the pressure field, the least square option is applied to
the transient boundary conditions. Although, this option does not solve the
problem permanently, it seems to control the solution until time step 15.
By time step 11, the counterflow in front of the baffles (see Figure 6.67) becomes
very clear. An interesting effect is observed at Figure 6.71, the point of highest
pressure is concentrated in the center of the impeller region. The shear effects is
more evenly distributed along the lower portion of the tank (see Figure 6.72). The
highest shear points are located on the tip of the impeller, and near the baffle
region.
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Time step 12 (Figures 6.73 to 6.78) the baffle effects are clear and dominate the
effects of shearing. Figure 6.73, the flow is again behaving as a typical radial
flow. Figure 6.74 and 6.75 show the vortex forming in the low pressure region,
which is located between the blades.
The flow finally reaches the bottom plate of the tank at time step 13 (see Figures
6.79 and 6.80), and the flow field moves towards the top surface (see Figure 6.79
and 6.82). The low pressure regions between the blades appears to be dominating
the flow field at this point. The cross-section of the impeller region, Figure 6.81,
clearly shows the swirling pattern caused by the blades. Not so perceptible as the
circulation caused by the blades, the spiral motion pattern behind the baffles start
to become more visible.
Figures 6.85 to 6.90 (time step 14) represent the changes which occur in the first
0.210 seconds of mixing. The flow field is already developed on the bottom
portion of the tank (see Figure 6.85 and 6.86), and the flow begins to develop near
the top surface of the tank. Figure 6.85 shows the vortices which occur at the tip
of the impeller. The interaction of these vortices and those due to the baffles cause
considerable back flow. Figures 6.89 and 6.90 show pressure and shear forces
around the tip of the blades and distributed along the tankwalls .
Time step 15, the impeller completes approximately 135 degree revolution around
the tank diameter. Figure 6.91 shows the flow field developing towards the top
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surface, and the flow moves radially away from the blades. It is clear from Figure
6.92 that the flow field now is fully developed on the bottom plate of the tank.
Figures 6.91 to 6.93 show the circulation patterns (counter-flow) forming in front
of the baffles. It is also obvious from Figures 6.92 and 6.93 that the flow field
rapidly fills the void of the low pressure regions. Figure 6.94 shows the internal
swirling effects of the flow field. Again, the pressure and shear distribution
becomes more evenly distributed throughout the tank (see Figure 6.95 and 6.96).
Since the flow field has not yet reached the top surface, the pressure and shear
distribution at this location is considered negligible.
Like the unbaffled steady state solution, the transient state results compare well
with published results.
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Figure 6.67 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.68 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.69 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.70 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.71 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.72 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 11)
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Figure 6.73 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.74 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.75 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.76 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.77 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.78 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 12)
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Figure 6.79 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 13)
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Figure 6.80 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 13) 145
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Figure 6.81 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 13)
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Figure 6.82 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time StepJ3)
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Figure 6.83 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 13)
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Figure 6.84 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 13)
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Figure 6.85 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 14)
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Figure 6.86 (Velocity Vector (at Different Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 14) 148
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Figure 6.87 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 14)
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Figure 6.88 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 14)
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Figure 6.89 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 14)
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Figure 6.90 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 14) 150
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Figure 6.91 (Velocity Vector (Front Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 15)
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Figure 6.92 (Velocity Vector (atDifferent Levels of the Tank) in a Baffled
Tank, Time Step 15)
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Figure 6.93 (Velocity Vector (Impeller Plane) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 15)
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Figure 6.94 (Velocity Vector (Plane Cutting Surface) in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 15)
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Figure 6.95 (Pressure Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 15)
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Figure 6.96 (Shear Distribution in a Baffled Tank, Time Step 15) 15-
Chapter 7
Conclusions
1. A complete technique has been developed in conjunction with a previous thesis
by Daniel C. Kellem [11] to analyze the flow field in a mixing tank. The use
of parameters allow the user to easily modify the geometry, meshing, fluid
properties, and boundary conditions. Although no steady state conditions were
reached for the transient simulation due to the limitations of the software, the
same methodology developed in this thesis can be incorporated in the future
version of FIDAP (7.6) with only few modifications. The same principle of
moving boundary constraints applied to the baffles can also be applied to the
blades. As a result, there is no need to transform the velocity solution from the
rotating frame of reference to one fixed in space. This method portrays the
actual mixing situation; where the tank walls and the baffles are constrained to
zero velocity, while the blades aremoving with an angular velocity.
2. The model created in this thesis is capable of analyzing a variety of mixing
problems with the exception of axial impellers. The method of simulating the
motion of the baffleswithmoving boundary constraints have been incorporated
in the transient analysis through the use of a user-subroutine. By not
incorporating the physical baffles in the actual geometry, the model is capable
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of analyzing unbaffled and baffled tanks. The time step is chosen based on the
mesh density along the 90 degree segment of the tank diameter, and it is also
based on the rotational speed of the impeller.
3. Although a full revolution was actually calculated, only the first 15 time steps
are worth presenting. The reason for that is because the solution becomes
unstable due to the limitations of the software (FIDAP version 7.0). As the
solution is restarted for the next time step, FIDAP assumes that the problem is
exactly the same as before. The major difference between each run is that the
boundary conditions are changed with respect to the baffles. Therefore, the
corresponding values for the pressure field from the previous run is carried
over to the next solution and the total number of equations remains the same.
When the restart command is executed, the vector information is stored in the
FDREST file. However, this vector information does not necessarily have the
nodal values; instead, it contains the coefficients that correspond to the old set
of equations. This causes the solution to become unstable and divergence
occurs due to the accumulation of the pressure field (in a transient analysis the
errors are accumulate and eventually the pressure field diverges).
4. Computational Fluid Dynamics are becoming increasingly important as a tool
to numerically analyze mixing tank problems. The model developed in this
thesis provides a better characterization of a mixing process by changing the
geometry and fluid parameters for each trial. However, the real need in the
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future for mixing analysis is amethod of optimizing the flow field for different
impellers, tank geometry, fluid properties, and multi-phase mixing.
5. In conclusion, a powerful method has been developed to study the flow field in
a mixing tank. This technique has demonstrated the ability of computational
fluid dynamics to identify critical process and mechanical factors in the design
of stirred tanks. Regardless of the transient solution not being able to reach a
quasi-steady state due to the limitations of FIDAP version 7.0, the same
technique created in this thesis can be easily implemented to the future version
ofFIDAP.
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Appendix- A (Unbaffled Steady State Analysis)
This Appendix contains the boundary condition file, the input file, and the
command file used to run a steady state solution. The geometry file (geometry.read)
is presented in Appendix B.
boundaryunbafflcread
FIPREP
PROBLEM( 3-D, NONLINEAR, INCO, STEADY, LAMI, NEWT, ISOT, FIXE, SING )
EXECUTION( NEWJOB)
/OPTIONS(UPWI, LEAS)
SOLUTION( SEGREGATED=50, OGS=1500, NCGCONV=1.0e-6,
PRECONDITIONS 1, CR=2500, SCGCONV=I.0e-4,
VELC=0.05, RESC=0.05)
RELAXATION
0.05 0.05 0.05
ROTATING(OMEGA=SOmega,CORI, CENT, Z=I )
/
/
/ Begin BoundaryConditions
/
BCNODE(UX, ENnTY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEM=1,CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 010
BCNODE(UX, ENnTY="waU", POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEM=1, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
BCNODE(UY, ENnTY=Txittom"f POLYNOMIAL=I, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
BCNODE0JY, ENTITY="wair, POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEM=1, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
/
BCNODE( UZ, ENTITY="waU", ZERO )
BCNODE(UZ, ENnTY="bottom", ZERO )
BCNODE( UZ, ENTITY="top", ZERO )
/
/
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="dine",ZERO)
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="cline",ZERO)
/
BCNODE(VELOCITY^NTrrY="bIade"^ERO)
/
/
ENTITY( FLUID,NAME - "fluidl")
ENTITY( FLUID, NAME = "fluid2")
ENTITY( FLUID,NAME = "Baffle")
ENTTTY( PLOT, NAME = "bottom")
ENTITY( PLOT, NAME - "wall")
ENTITY( PLOT, NAME = "top")
ENTITY( PLOT, NAME = "blade",ATTACH - "fluidZ")
ENnTY( PLOT, NAME= "dine")
/
DENSITY( CONSTANT=SDo_ity)
\TSCOSITY( CONSTANT=$V_oosity)
/
/
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input.read
TITLE
MIXING TANK
STank_Radius= 7.00
STank_Height=14.00
SUpper_Btade= 5.75
$Lower_Blade= 4.25
$Blade_Radius= 3.00
SBaffle_Width= 1.20
SBaffle_InRad="5.80
SMesh_HorizontalBlade= 6
SMesh_Baffle= 5
JMesh_Space= 8
SMesh_LowerTank= 8
SMesh_VerticalBlade= 6
SMesh_BafRad= 10
Mesh_Radius= 10
SMesfa_UpperTank= 12
SDensity- 1.00
SVisoosity= 1.00
$Omega=10.47
run unbafflcin
read(file-"inpuLread")
read(file-"boundary_unbafflejead")
d0
create(fiso)
run(iden="tank",fro,back/idapmem=4OOOOO0,
fisolvmem=4000000)
endQ
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Appendix- B (Transient Analysis of a Baffled Mixing Tank)
This appendix contains all the programs, readfiles, and utilities used to run a transient simulation.
Geometry,read
/
FI-GEN ( ELEMENT=l,POINT=l,CURVE=l,SURFACE=l,
NODE=0,MEDGE=1,MLOOP=1.MFACE=1,BEDG=1,
SPAVE=l,MSHELL=l,MSOUD=l )
/
/
WINDOW(CHANGE= 1, MATRIX )
0.71 -0.41 0.58 0.00
0.71 0.41 -0.58 0.00
0.00 0.82 0.58 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
-3.36 4.07 -0.54 5.03 -1.27 3.58
/
/ Building the coordinates of the tank
/ TankCoordinates
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^;=$Tank_Radius,Y=0.Z=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES,X=0, Y=$Tank_Radius, Z=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^=-$Tank_Radius,Y=0.Z=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATCS,X=0, Y=-$Tank_Radius, Z=0)
/
/ Baffle coordinates
POD^(ADD,COORDINATES^K^'^_^^^-$B^e_width).Y=0.z=<))
POINT(ADD,COORDn^ATES^^)1YKSTank_Radius-$Baffle_Width)Z=0)
PODTT(ADD,CC)ORDINATES^=<$Tank_Radius-$Baffle_Width),Y=0.Z=0)
PO!Kr(ADD,COORDD^ATES^^),Y^$Tank_Radi_i-$Baffle_Width)7;=0)
/
/ Origin
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^C=0,Y=0.^=0)
/
/ Blades Coordinates
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^=$BUde_Radius,Y=0, Z=0)
I<)n^(ADD,COORDINATESrX=$BIade_Radius,Y==0,Z=$Lower_Blade)
POB>n'(ADD,CCORDWATES^=$Blade_Radius,Y==0,Z=$Upper_Blade)
/
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^=0,Y=$BIade_Radius^;=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^C==0,Y=$Blade_Radius,Z=SLower_Blade)
POD>n"(ADD,COORDINATES^C==0,Y=$Blade_Radius,Z=$Upper_BUde)
/
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^=-$Blade_Radius,Y=OZ=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATESpC=-$BIade_Radius,Y==0,Z=$Lower_Blade)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^^Blade_Ra<jUus,Y^,Z=$Upp-_Blade)
/
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^:=0,Y=-$Bla<Je_Radius^=0)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^==0,Y==-$Blade_Radius|z=$Lower_Blade)
POttn"(ADD,X)RDINATES^^,Y^$BIa<fe_Radius^;=$Upper_Blade)
/
/Projecting coordinates Upward
POINT(ADD,CC>ORDINATES^=0,Y=0^;=$Lower_Blade)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^=0,Y=0^;=$Upper_BIade)
POINT(ADD,COORDINATES^C=0,Y=0^;=STank_Height)
/
/ Zoom-in
/
WINDOW(CHANGE= 1, MATRIX )
0.710000 -0.410000 0.58O0OO 0.000000
0.710000 0.410000 -0.580000 0.000000
0.000000 0.820000 0.580000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
-16.07200 16.07200 -6.31400 17.79400 -8.72900 16.84900
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/ Adding Curves
/ Adding stnigth line in theX-direction (BottomTank)
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
3
7
16
9
10
5
1
CURVE(ADD,LINE)
/
/ Adding straigth line in the Y-<lirection (BottomTank)
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOW=l)
4
8
19
9
13
6
2
CURVE(ADD,LINE)
/
/ AddingVeritical Line
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOW=l)
9
22
23
24
CURVE(ADD,LINE)
/
/ AddingTankArcLength
/tank radius
POINT(SELECTJD.WINDOW=I)
3
2
1
CURVE(ADD,CIRCLE)
/
/ SplitingTankAreLengh
CURVE(SElECT,ID,WINDOW=l)
16
POINT(SELECT4D,WINDOW=I)
1
cuRVE(SPLrr)
/
CURVE(SELECTJD.WINDOW=I)
17
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOW=l)
2
cuRVE(SPLrr)
/
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOW=l)
18
POINT(SELECT4D,WINDOW=l)
4
cuRVE(SPLrr)
/
/baffle radius
POINT(SELECTJD,WINDOW=l)
7
6
5
CURVE(ADD,CIRCLE)
/
/ SpikingTank Arc Length
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
23
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
5
CURVE(SPLTT)
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/CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
24
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
6
CURVE(SPLIT)
/
CURVE(SELECT,!D,WINDOWS)
25
POINT(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
8
CURVE(SPLIT)
/
/ StartingMesh Edge
/ This Section Controls The Mesh Density ofthe Model
MEDGE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALSSJMesh_HorizontaIBlade)
CURVE(SELECT,lD,WINDOWS)
4
10
3
9
KIEIXjE(ADD,LSTFreSTJNTERVALS=$Mesh_HorhontaBUae,RATICN2,2RATIO=2)
/
MEDGE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALSS:Mesh_Space)
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
5
11
2
8
MEIX>E(ADD,I^TFmST,INTERVALS=$Mesh_Space,RATIO=2,2RATIO=2)
/
MEDGE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALS=SMesh_Baffle)
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
6
12
1
7
MEDGE(ADD,I^TITRST,INTCRVALSS;Mesh_Baffle,RATIO=2^RATIO=2)
/
ME3E(SETDEFAULTS^NTERVALSS:Mesh_LowerTank)
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
13
MEDGE(ADDXSTTTRST,INTERVALSS;Mesh_I>owerTankRATIO=2^RA'nO=2)
/
MEDGE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALS=SMesh_VerticalBlade)
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
14
MEDG^ADD,LSTFIRST,INTERVA15=$Mesh_VerticalBlade,RATIO=2,2RATIO=2)
/
MEIXJE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALS=SMesh_Radius)
CURV^SELECTJO.WINDOWS)
20
19
22
21
MEDGE(ADD,LSTrTRST,INTERVALSS:Mesh_Radius,RATIO==2,2RATIO==2)
/
MEIX}E(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALSS:Mesh_Bamad)
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
27
26
29
28
MEDGE(ADD,WTFIRSTJNTERVALS=$Mesh_BafRad,RATIO==2,2RATIO<)
/
MEIXJE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALSSafeh_UpperTank)
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
15
MEDGE(ADD,LSTnRST,INTERVALSS:Mesh_UpperTatakRATIO==2^RATTO-l)
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/Mesh Face Begins
/This section mesh the 2D-surface
/ofthe tank
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
4
5
27
11
10
SURFACE( ADD, CURV, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
4
5
27
11
10
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE( SELE, ID = 1)
UTILrrY(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID=l)
UnLITY( HIGH = 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
/
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
10
11
26
2
3
SURFACE( ADD, CURV, EDGI = 1, EDG2 - I, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
/
CURVE(SELECT,1D,WINDOWS)
10
II
26
2
3
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE^ SELE, ID = 2)
UnLITY(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID = 2)
UTILITY(HIGH = 3)
MFACE( ADD )
/
/
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
3
2
29
8
9
SURFACE(ADD, CURV,EDGI = I, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = I )
/
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
3
1
29
8
9
MLOOP(ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE( SELE, ED = 3)
UTILrrY(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID = 3)
UTIIiTY(HIGH = 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
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/CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
9
8
28
5
4
SURFACE( CURV, EDGI = 1, EDG2 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = I )
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
9
8
28
5
4
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE( SELE, ID - 4)
UTTLITY(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID = 4)
UTIUTY(HIGH = 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
/
/Mesh Face Baffle Region
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
6
20
12
27
SURFACE( ADD, CURV. EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = I, EDG4 = 1 )
/
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
6
20
12
27
MLOOP(ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE( SELE, ID = 5)
UnLTTY(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID-5)
UTILITY(HIGH = 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
CURVE(SELECT^D,WINDOWS)
12
19
1
26
SURFACE(ADD, CURV, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
/ .
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
12
19
I
26
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACE( SELE, ID - 6)
UniiTY(HIGH= 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID-6)
UTUiTY(HIGH= 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
1
22
7
29
SURFACE* ADD, CURV, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = I )
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/CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
I
22
7
29
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
SURFACE( SELE, ID = 7)
UTILm'(HIGH = 9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID = 7)
UTILITY(HIGH = 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
7
21
6
28
SURFACE( ADD, CURV, EDGI - 1,EDG2 - 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = I )
/
CURVE(SELECT.ID,WINDOWS)
7
21
6
28
MLOOP( ADD, PAVE)
/
SURFACFX SELE, ID = 8)
UTtUTY(HIGH=9)
MLOOP(SELE,ID = 8)
UTILITY(HIGH= 3)
MFACE(ADD)
/
/
/ProjectionBegins
/This section projects the
/ entire tankupwards
MFACE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
1
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
13
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
2
CURVE(SELECT,ro,WINDOWS)
13
MSOUJXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
3
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
13
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
4
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
13
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
/
MFACE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
5
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
53
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
6
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CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
58
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
'
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
7
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
64
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
8
CURVE(SELECT,lb;WINDOWS)
52
MSOLUXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
9
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
14
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
15
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
14
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT^D,WINDOWS)
19
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
14
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
23
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
14
MSOLUXPROJECT)
/
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
25
CURVE(SELECT,ID.WINDOWS.)
85
MSOUTXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
29
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
90
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
32
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
96
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
35
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
84
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
37
CURVE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
15
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
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/MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS )
43
CURVE(SELECT.ID,WINDOWS)
15
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
47
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOW=1 )
15
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
'
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
51
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
15
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
53
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
117
MSOLUXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ro,WINDOWS)
57
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
122
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
60
CURVE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
128
MSOUD(PROJECT)
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
63
CURVE(SELECT4D,WINDOWS)
116
MSOLIIXPROJECT)
/
/Mesh Face Names
/This section identifies thename ofeach surface, and
/ also mesh the 2D surface
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
38
42
46
48
MFACE(MESILMAP3NTnY="bUde")
/
MFACE(SELECT,ro,WINDOWS)
27
55
83
MFACE(MESH,MAP^NTrrY=VaU")
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
30
58
86
MFACE(MESH,MAP,ENITrY="waU")
/
MFACE(SELECTJD,WINDOWS)
34
62
90
MFACE(MESH,MAPENTrTY=Vall")
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/MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
36
64
92
MFACE(MESH,MAP,ENnTY="wall")
/
/Mesh Face Bottom
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
1
2
3
4
MFAC^MESH,PAVE3NTITY="i3ottom")
/
MFACE(SELECT,ID,WINDOWS)
5
6
7
8
MFACE(MESH,MAPJENTITY="bottom")
/
MEDGE(SETDEFAULTS,INTERVALSS)
MEDGE(SELECT,n>,WINDOWS)
14
23
ELEMENT(SETDEFAULTS3DGE,NODES=2)
MEIX}E(MESILMAPJENTrrY="cline")
/
/
/This sectionmesh the 3D aurbce
/ofthetank
MSOI_D(SELECT,ID)
1
3
MSOUIXMESH,MAP,ENTj-Y="fluidl")
/
MSOLID(SELECT^D)
2
4
MSOUIXMESH>L\PJENTITY="fluid2")
/
MSOLID(SELECT,ID)
9
11
MSOLID(MESH>IAPJENTITY="fluidr)
/
MSOIJD(SELECTJD)
10
12
MSOUIX>lESHAIAP^KrrrY=,,fluid2")
/
MSOLIIXSELECT,ID)
17
19
MSOUIX>lESHJi4APJENTITY="fluidl")
/
MSOUD(SELECTJD)
18
20
MSOLUX>ffiSH^AP^NTrrY="fluid2")
/
/
MSOIJD(SELECTJD)
5
6
7
8
MSOLUXMESILMAPJENTnY="Baffle")
/
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MSOLID(SELECT,ID)
13
14
15
16
MSOUD(MESH,MAP,ENTrrY="Baffle")
/
MSOmXSELECTtfD)
21
22
23
24
MSOUIXMESH,MAPNnTY="Baffle")
/
/ Mesh Face theTop Surface
/ 2Dmesh
MFACE(SELECT,n),WINDOWS)
65
71
75
79
MFACFXMESHJAVENTiTY="top")
/
MFACE(SELECT,ro,WINDOWS)
81
85
88
91
MFACE(MESH,MAPNnTY="top")
/
/
/End ofgeometry file
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Boundaryjbuild.read
FIPREP
PROBLEM( 3-D,NONLINEAR, INCO, TRAN. LAMI, NEWT, ISOT, FKE, SING )
EXECUTIONDATACHECK)
TIMEINTEGRATION(TRAP. NSTEP=SNsteps, DT = STime inc, TSTART = 0, FIXED)
OPTIONS(UPWI, LEAS)
SOLUTION( SEGREGATED=62, CGSS500, NCGCONVS.0e-15,
PRECONDITION=21, CR=2500, SCGCONVS.0e-9)
RELAXATION
0.05 0.05 0.05
ROTA1TNG(OMEGASXXnega, CORL CENT,ZS )
/
/
/ Begin Boundary Conditions
/
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 I 0
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="waU", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS. SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY=VaU", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
/
/
BCNODE( UZ, ENTITY="waU", ZERO )
BCNODE(UZ, ENnTY="bottom", ZERO )
BCNODE(UZ, ENTTTY="top", ZERO )
/
BCNODEfUX, ENnTY="dine",ZERO)
BCNODE(UY,ENnTY="dine"7ERO)
/
BCNODE(VEIX)CITY3NTITY="blade"^ERO)
/
/
ICNODE( UX,ENTITY="fluidl", POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
ICNODE(UY, ENnTY="fluidl", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN))
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
ICNODE(UX, ENTITY="fluid2", POLYNOMIAI>l, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
OSOmegaOlO
ICNODE(UY, ENTITY="fluid2", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega I 0 0
/
ICNODE*UX, ENnTY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
ICNODE(UY, ENTITY="Baffle", POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
/ SubroutineOptions
/
ICNODE(UZ, ENTITY = "Baffle",CYLINDRICAL, SUBROUTINE = 5)
I SNbaffle SMesh_Radhis $Baffle_InRad $Tank_Radius
/
/
ENTTTY( FLUID, NAME = "fluidl")
ENTITY( FLUID, NAME = "fluid2")
ENTITY( FLUID, NAME = "Baffle")
ENTITY( PLOT,NAME = "bottom")
ENnTY( PLOT, NAME = "wall")
ENnTY( PLOT, NAME = "top")
ENTITY( PLOT, NAME = "blade",ATTACH = "fluid2")
ENTITY( PLOT,NAME = "dine")
/
DENSITY( CONSTANTSJDensity)
VISCOSITY(CONSTANT=SViscosity)
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Boundary la_trans.read
FIPREP
PROBLEM( 3-D, NONLINEAR, INCO, TRAN, LAML NEWT, ISOT, FIXE, SING )
EXECUnONCNEWJOB)
TIMEINTEGRATION(TRAP, NSTEP=$Nsteps, DT = STimeJnc, TSTART = 0, FIXED)
OPTIONS(UPWI. LEAS)
SOLUTION( SEGREGATED=62,CGSS500, NCGCONVS.0e-15,
PRECONDITION=21, CR=2500, SCGCONVS.0e-9)
RELAXATION
0.05 0.05 0.05
ROTATING(OMEGA=SOmega,CORI, CENT,ZS )
/
/ .
/ Begin BoundaryConditions
/
BCNODE*UX, ENnTY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
BCNODE*UX, ENTrrY="wall", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
BCNODECUY, ENnTY="bottom". POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
BCNODE(UY, ENnTY="waII", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
/
/
BCNODE( UZ, ENTITY-Vail", ZERO )
BCNODE* UZ, ENTrrY="bott6m", ZERO )
BCNODE( UZ, ENnTY="top", ZERO )
/
/
/
BCNODE*UX, ENnTY="dine"^ERO)
BCNODE(UY, ENTITY="dine"^ERO)
/
BCNODECVELOCrrYENTITY="bUde"^ERO)
/
/
ICNODE( UX, ENnTY="fluidr, POLYNOMIAL, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
ICNODE*UY, ENnTY="fluidl", POLYNOMIAL, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN))
0 -SOmega I 0 0
/
ICNODE(UX, ENnTY="fluid2", POLYNOMIAL=l, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
ICNODE( UY, ENnTY="fluid2", POLYNOMIAL, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
/
ICNODE(UX, EJ>mTY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 010
ICNODE(UY, ENnTY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 1 0 0
/
BCNODE( UX, NODES, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 1 0
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Boundarylb_trans.read
FIPREP
PROBLEM( 3-D,NONLINEAR, INCO, TRAN, LAMI, NEWT, ISOT, FIXE, SING )
EXECUTION( RESTART )
TIMEINTEGRATION(TRAP, NSTEP=$Nsteps,DT = STime_inc, TSTART = 0, FIXED)
SOLUTION( SEGREGATED=62,CGSS500.NCGCONVS.0e-15,
PRECONDITIONSI, CR=2500, SCGCONVS.0e-9)
RELAXATION
0.05 0.05 0.05
ROTATING(OMEGA=$Omega, CORI, CENT,ZS )
/
/
/ Begin BoundaryConditions
/
BCNODE(UX, ENnTY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 010
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="waU", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
BCNODE(UY, ENnTY="bottom", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
BCNODE(UY,ENnTY=Vall", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
/
BCNODE(UZ, ENnTY=VaU", ZERO )
BCNODE* UZ, ENTITY="bottom",ZERO )
BCNODE(UZ, ENTITY="top", ZERO )
/
/
/
BCNODE(UX, ENTITY="cline",ZERO)
BCNODE*UY, ENTTrY="dine"ZERO)
/
BCNODECVELC)CrrY3NTrrY="blade"KZERO)
/
/
ICNODE*UX, ENTITY="fluidl", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
ICNODE*UY, ENTITY="fluidr, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN))
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
ICNODE(UX, ENTITY="fluid2", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
OSOmegaO 10
ICNODE( UY, ENTITY="fluid2", POLYNOMIAL, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
ICNODE( UX,ENTJTY="Baffie", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
OSOmegaO 10
ICNODE(UY, ENnTY="Baffle", POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
/
BCNODE(UX,NODES, POLYNOMIAL, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 SOmega 0 10
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Boundary2_trans.read
BCNODE( UY, NODES, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS, CARTESIAN)
0 -SOmega 10 0
Boundary3_trans.read
ENTITY( FLUID,NAME = "fluidl")
ENTITY( FLUID, NAME = "fluid2")
ENTITY( FLUID, NAME = "Baffle")
ENTITY( PLOT, NAME = "bottom")
ENTITY( PLOT,NAME = "wall")
ENnTY( PLOT, NAME = "top")
ENnTY( PLOT, NAME = "blade"ATTACH = "fluid2")
ENTITY* PLOT,NAME = "dine")
/
DENSITY( CONSTANT=SDensity)
VISCOSrTY( CONSTANT=$Viscosity)
/
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Programs:
The first program, user.f, is a user subroutine incorporated into FIDAP to extract
baffles information. The baffles information are then stored in the nodaLdat data
file. The files: IMPLCT.COM, NUMBRS.COM, and TAPES.COM are in the fidap
root directory. These files are given here just for completeness. The program,
Baff4.f, extract the nodal information from the nodaLdat file. After extracting the
nodes, the program store the information into data files (i.e.; baffleOOI.dat) for each
baffle position. Then, the nodes (data files) are incorporated in the boundary
condition files to simulate the motion of the baffles.
user.f
SUBROUTINE USRICI (NDF,X,Y,Z,NODE,VALUE,CONS,NCONS,IERR)
C
C USERSUPPLIED SUBROUTINE FORTHE DEFINITIONOF BOUNDARYNODALVALUES
C CALLED FROMFIPREP
C
C INPUT:
C NDF DEGREE OF FREEDOM
C X XCOORDINATE
C Y Y COORDINATE
C Z ZCOORDINATE
C NODE NODENUMBER
C CONS o.USERSPECIFIED CONSTANTS
C NCONS NO. OF USER SPECIFIED CONSTANTS
C
C OUTPUT:
C -=-=
C VALUE VALUEOF INITIALCONDITIONATNODE (X.Y.Z)
C ERR= 0 NORMALCOMPLETION
C .GT.O ERROR
C
INCLUDETMPLCT.COM
INCLUDE TAPES.COM
INCLUDENUMBRS.COM
DIMENSIONCONS(*)
IERR-0
C
C INSERTHERENORMALEXECUTIONCOMMANDS
C
C Note:
C X=X-Coordinates
C Y=Angle
C CONS(l)=l
C CONS(2)= 4 (NUMBEROF BAFFLES = SNBaffle)
C CONS(3) - 10 (NUMBEROF SEGMENTS ALONGA90 DEG. ARC = $Mesh_Radius)
C CONS(4) = 5.8 (TANK INSIDE RADIUS = SBaffleJhRad)
C CONS(5) = 7.0 (TANKOUTSIDE RADIUS = $Tank_Radius)
C
C The next three lines extract all theX<oordinates ofthe nodes along the baffle
*
Cregjonfrom the tank geometry file. The baffle region represents the.circles
*
C between the inside tank radius and the outside tank radius
*
C
ff((X.LT.CONS(4)).OR.(X.GT.CONS(5)))THEN
GOTO 10
ENDIF
C
YP =Y
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C This part extract the angle coordinates ofthe nodes along the baffle region *
c
20 CONTINUE
C
IF((YP+0.2D0).GE.(360.0D0/CONS(2)))THEN
YP = YP-360.0D0/CONS(2)
GOTO 20
ENDIF
C
C The next line find the number ofsegments along the 90 deg. arc to each *
Ccorrespondinngnode *
C
n= IDNINT(YP*CONS(3y90.0D0)
VAL = 0.0D0
C
C
************************************************************
CThispart creates a data file, nodaLdat, and store all the baffles information for *
Call the segments in the 90 deg. arc *
QIC*******************************************************************
c
OPEN(UNTTS,FiXE=,nodal.dat\STATUS=,UNKNOWN,ACCESS='APPEND')
WRITE(l,30)NODE,X,Y,n
30 FORMAT(I8,F10.4,F10.4,I4)
CLOSE(l)
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
C
c
END
IMPLCT.COM
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H.O-Z)
TAPES.COM
COMMON /TAPES/ IFMH^NP,INPS,IOUT40UTS,IOUTMJFID,IERF,IPST,
1 IELMI,IELMS,IUSERLPDEV(15),IDEVF,IPSTI,
2 idbase,idnm,iphse,ipartf;
C FIPOST
3 IEIMIOUTP,ISCR,DD,IBNDYJNEUT,BATCH,
C FISOLV
4 iresUSAVE,IGRP,IMAT4RED,IBFGS,
5 ITME4EXPJQ\tAT4JSTAT
LOGICALBATCH
NUMBRS.COM
COMMON /NUMBRS/ZRO, ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE, SK, SEVEN,
1 EIGHT, RNINE, TEN, ELEVEN, TWELVE, THRTEN,
2
'
FORTEN, FIFTEN, SDOEN, FOURP5, D25, D5, RINDEF,
3 EPST,EPS2,MAXNGJ,NNEGJ,INDEF
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Baff4.f
PROGRAMBAFFLE
IMPLICITNONE
REALX, ANGLE
INTEGERNODE ivbafl;i,temp,dl,d2,d3
CHARACTER*50 foame
C
CThis program extract the nodal information from the
C nodaLdat file. Then, creates Baffle data fileswhich *
C contain the nodes for each time increment *
Q***************************************************************
C
CNODE =Node numbers fromthe nodal.dat file (1st column in the nodal.dat file)
CX=X-Coordinates for the baffles (2nd column in the nodaLdat file)
CANGLE = Angle for each time increment (3rd column in the nodaLdat file)
Cn = Number oftime steps (time increment, 4th column in the nodaLdat file)
C
nbafiM)
OPEN(UNIT=5, FH=bodaLdat',STATUS^ol<r)
5 CONTINUE
REAJXV.ENDSO)NODE X, ANGLE, n
IF((n+l).GTjibaff)THEN
nbaff=n + l
ENDIF
GOTO 5
10 CONTINUE
CLOSE (5)
C
C
CM*******************************************************************
CThispart actually creates the baffle data files name *
*******************************************************************
C
DOlOOiS.nbaff
OPEN(UNIT=5, FILESiodaLdat,,STATUS='ol<r)
temp = i
dl=0
d2=0
d3=0
C
IF(temp.GE.100)THEN
dl=temp/100
temp = temp -dl*100
ELSE
dl=0
ENDIF
C
IF(temp.GE10)THEN
d2= temp/10
temp = temp -d2*10
ELSE
d2=0
ENDIF
C
d3=temp
fiiameS>affle,//CHAR(dl448)//CHAR(d2448)//
1 CHAR(d3+48yAdaf
C
CThis part extracts thenodal information fromthe *
C nodaLdat filewhich was created from the UserJ *
CpFOgram.
CThen, the node values are transferred to a baffle '
Cdata file (each baffle data file corresponds to each *
C time incrementma 90 degree arc)
*
C
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OPEN(UNITS0, FILEShame, STATUSSiew-)
WRTTE(*,*)'Just opened file \mame,i
20 CONTINUE
READ(5,*JEND=30)NODE, X ANGLE, n
IF(n.NE.(i-l))THEN
GOTO 20
ENDIF
C
WRITE(10,)NODE
GOTO 20
30 CLOSE(10)
C
CLOSE(5)
100 CONTINUE
END
This next program, Startf creates the input file for the steady state and for the
transient state analysis. The input file (inputread) contains all the parameter
information to run the analysis.
Startf
REAL RADIUS, HEIGHT, UPPER, LOWER, BLADE
1 BAFFLE, DENS, VISC, OMEGA, VEL, TVEL DT, BafiRad
C
INTEGERMHBLADE, MHBAFF, MSPACE, MVTLOWER, MBAFRAD, MUPPER,
1 MVBLADEANS, STEPS, MRADUJS,NBAFFLE
C
C
C
OPEN (1, FILE 'inpuLread', STATUS = "NEW)
WRTTE(1,*) TITLE'
WRITE (l/yMDONGTANK*
C
C
PRINT *, THIS SECTION BUILDS THEGEOMETRYOFTHETANKAND
IMPELLER'
PRINT*
PRINT*
PRINT *, ENTERTANKRADIUS'
READ'JJADIUS
WRITE (1,10) RADIUS
10 FORMAT(yrank_Radius==,,F5.2)
C
PRINT *, ENTER FLUID LEVELHEIGHTMEASURED FROMTHE BOTTOM
READ , HEIGHT
WRITE (1,30) HEIGHT
30 FORMATC$Tank_Height=',F5.2)
C
PRINT ENTERTHEHEIGHT FROMTHE BOTTOMOF THE"
PRINT *, TANKTO THE TOP EDGEOFTHE
BLADE"
READ \ UPPER
WRITE (1,50)UPPER
50 FORMATC$Upper_Blade=,,F5.2)
C
PRINT *, ENTERTHEHEIGHT FROMTHE BOTTOMOFTHE
PRINT , TANKTO THE LOWEREDGE OFTHE BLADE
READ *, LOWER
WRITE (1,60) LOWER
60 FORMATC$Lc-er_Blade=\F5.2)
C
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PRINT *, ENTER BLADE
RADIUS'
READ *, BLADE
WRITE (1,70) BLADE
70 FORMATCSBlade Radius=\F5.2)
C
PRINT *, ENTERBAFFLEWIDTH
READ *, BAFFLE
WRITE (1,80) BAFFLE
80 FORMATC$Baffle_Width=',F5.2)
C
BaffRad=(RADIUS-BAFFLE)
WRITE (1,85) BaflRad
85 FORMAT'c$Baffle_InRad=',F5.2)
C
PRINT'
PRINT*
PRINT'
PRINT'
PRINT *, THE FOLLOWING VALUES CONTROLTHEMESH DENSITY
PRINT*
PRINT *, -NOTE 1: WHENEVERMESHINGAMESH FACE USING AMAPPED'
PRINT *, 'ALGORITHM, EACH OFTHEOPPOSING SIDES OF THE REGION"
PRINT *, 'MUST HAVEAN EQUALNUMBEROF ELEMENT DIVISIONS'
PRINT *, *i.e., THEARC SEGMENTOFTHE TANK RADIUS SHOULD HAVE'
PRINT *, THE SAMENUMBEROFELEMENTS AS THE ARC SEGMENTOF THE'
PRINT *, INNER RADIUS.)'
PRINT*
PRINT *, "NOTE 2: YOUCANONLY ENTER INTEGERNUMBERS'
PRINT *, '(NONUMBERS WTTHDECIMAL PLACES)'
C
PRINT*
PRINT*
PRINT *, ENTERTHENUMBEROFMESH EDGES FOR:'
PRINT*
PRINT *, THE BLADEONTHE HORIZONTAL DIRECTION
READ *,MHBLADE
WRITE (1,90)MHBLADE
90 FORMAT ('$Mesh_HorizoatalBlade=',I4)
C
PRINT *, THE BAFFLES ONTHEHORIZONTALDIRECTION
READ *,MHBAFF
WRITE (1,100)MHBAFF
100 FORMAT C$Mesh_Baffle=',I4)
C
PRINT *, THE SPACE BETWEENTHE BLADES AND THE BAFFLES'
READ *,MSPACE
WRTTE(1,1 10)MSPACE
110 FORMATC$Mesh_Space="J4)
C
PRINT *, THE LOWERVERTICAL PORTIONOF THE TANK'
PRINT *,"(WHICH IS BELOW THE IMPELLER)'
READ *,MVTLOWER
WRITE (1,120)MVTLOWER
120 FORMAT C$Mesh_LowerTank='J4)
C
PRINT *, THE BLADES ONTHEVERTICALDIRECTION
READ *, MVBLADE
WRTTE(l,125)MVBLADE
125 FORMAT ("$Mesh_VerticalBlade=',I4)
C
PRINT *, THE SEMI-ARC OFTHE INNERTANK
DIAMETER'
READ *,MBAFRAD
WRITE (1,130)MBAFRAD
130 FORMAT CSMesh_BaRad=',I4)
C
PRINT *, THE SEMI-ARCOFTHEOUTSIDE TANK
DIAMETER'
READ *, MRADIUS
WRITE (1,135)MRADIUS
135 FORMATCMesh_Radius=",I4)
C
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PRINT *. THE UPPER PORTIONOFTHE TANK (WHICH IS THE'
PRINT *." VERTICAL PORTIONABOVE THE IMPELLERTOP SURFACE)'
READ *. MUPPER
WRITE (1,140) MUPPER
140 FORMAT CSMesh_UpperTank='.I4)
C
C
PRINT*
PRINT*
PRINT*.
PRINT *, THIS SECTIONCONTROLS THE FLUID PROPERTIES
1 AND THESHAFT SPEED
PRINT*
PRINT *, 'PLEASE, ENTER THE DENSITY OFTHE FLUID'
READ *, DENS
WRITE (1,160) DENS
160 FORMAT C$Density=',F5.2)
C
PRINT *, TLEASE, ENTERTHE VISCOSITYOF THE FLUID'
READ *, VISC
WRITE (1,170) VISC
170 FORMATC$\riscosity=',F5.2)
C
PRINT*
PRINT*
PRINT *, ENTERTHE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE SHAFT (RPM)'
READ *, OMEGA
VEL=OMEGA*2*3.1415/60
WRITE (1,180) VEL
180 FORMAT C$Omega=',F5.2)
C
C
PRINT*
PRINT*
PRINT *,' '
PRINT *,THIS SECTION ALLOWS THEUSERTO RUNASTEADY STATE
PRINT VANALYISIS ORATRANSIENT STATE ANALYSIS'
PRINT*
PRINT *,TF THIS IS A STEADY STATE ANALYSIS, ENTER 0*
PRINT *, 'IF THIS IS ATRANSIENT ANALYSIS, PLEASE ENTER 1'
READ *, ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.0)THEN
GO TO 210
ELSE
GO TO 200
ENDIF
200 PRINT*. ENTERTHE TIME INCREMENTS IN
SECONDS'
READ *, DT
WRITE(1,205) DT
205 FORMATCSTime_inc=,,F10.5)
PRINT *,ENTERTHENUMBEROFTIME STEPS'
READ *, STEPS
WRTIE(1,206) STEPS
206 FORMATCSNsteps^.D)
C
PRINT*
PRINT *, ENTERTHENUMBEROF BAFFLES'.
READ *, NBAFFLE
WRITE(1,207)NBAFFLE
207 FORMATC$NBaffle=',I4)
C
210 CLOSE(l)
END
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input.read
TITLE
MIXINGTANK
STank_Radius= 7.00
STank_HeightS4.00
$Upper_Blade= 5.75
SLower_Blade= 4.25
SBlade_Radius= 3.00
SBaffle_Width= 1.20
SBaffle_InRad= 5.80
$Mesh_HorizontalBlade= 6
SMesh_Baffle= 5
$Mesh_Space= 8
SMesh_LowerTank= 8
$Mesh_VerticalBIade= 6
SMesh_BafRad= 10
Mesh_Radius= 10
$Mesh_UpperTank= 12
SDensity- 1.00
$Viscosity= 1.00
SOmegaS0.47
$Time_inc= 0.01500
$Nsteps= 1
SNbaffle= 4
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Command Files (Text mode commands)
The command files were used to create the tank geometry file, and run the transient
solution. The first file "tank.in" creates the tank geometry file. The second file,
"baffle_trans.in'\ creates the nodal information for the baffles through the user
subroutine (user.f). The third file, firstjtransJn, is used to run the first time step of
the transient solution. The fourth file, transient, is used to restart the previous
solution.
tank.in
read*file="input-read")
read(file="geornetry.read")
end()
end()
baffle trans.in
read(file="inputread")
read(ffle^"b<3undary_build.read.read")
end*)
create(fiso)
end*)
first trans.in
read*file="inputread")
read*fUe='^undary_tranjead")
end*)
create(fis)
nm(iden="tankl", fiso, back, fidapmem=4O00O00,
fisolvmernSOOOOOO)
end*)
transient.in
read*file="inputread")
read*file="restart.read")
ena*)
create(fiso)
nm(iden="tank2"4isojest="tankl.FDPOST",back,
fidapmem=4OO0OO0, fisolvmem=4000000)
end*)
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The following read files were used to make the plots shown in the Results section.
The first file "plotla.read" is a plane section of the tank geometry shown in a 2-
Dimensional space (velocity vector plot). The second file, "plotlb.read'\ is a 3-
Dimensional velocity vector graph (cut the tank in 3 sections). The third file,
"plotlcread", is a plot of the impeller region in 2-Dimensions. The fourth file,
"plotldread", plots a three dimensional cutting plane of the velocity vector. The
fifth file, "plot2.read", plots a three dimensional cutting plane of the pressure. The
sixth file, "plot3.read", plots a three dimensional cutting plane of the shear forces.
Note: plotIdread, plot2.read, and plot3.read requires a user-subroutine, "plotldf\
to make a plane cut in the tank geometry.
plotla.read
PLANE(SECTION,NOBODY3COEITICIENT)
0100
DISPLAY(Y=-1)
BOUNDARY^tNTSSO.FILE^intsJjladesla")
SCAIE*NOROTATING)
VECTOR(VELOCITY,FACTORS00,ARRO, MAXI = 1E6)
/
pointsbladesla
tl impellers
/
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
-3.0 0.0 5.75 1
-3.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
/
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
3.0 0.0 5.75 1
3.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
plotlb.read
PLANE*FULL)
WINDOW(DRESET)
DISPLAY(XS,Y=0.7,Z=0.7)
BOUNDARY(POINTS=20,FILE="points_bladeslb")
SUPERIMPOSE(ON)
HEADING(OFF-SCALLED)
MAGNIFY(FACTOR=0.9)
EDGE
SCALE(NOROTATING)
PLANE(SECTION,NOBODY,PVECTOR)
0 0 0.5 0 0 1
BOUNDARY(SURFACE)
VECTOR(VELOCITY,FACTOR=50^RRO, MAXI = 1E6)
PLANE(SECTION,NOBODY,PVECTOR)
0 0 5.0 0 0 1
VECTOR(VELOCITY,FACTOR=50,ARRO,MAXI = 1E6)
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PLANE*SECTION.NOBODY.PVECTOR)
0 0 12.0 0 0 1
HEADING(ON)
VECTOR(VELOCITY,FACTOR=S0,ARRO, MAXI = IE6)
pointsbladesla
/3 impellers
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
0.0 3.0 5.75 1
0.0 3.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 5.75 I
/
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
0.0 -3.0 5.75 1
0.0-3.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.00.0 5.75 1
/
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
-3.0 0.0 5.75 1
-3.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
/
/X Y Z
0.0 0.0 5.75 V-
3.0 0.0 5.75 1 '
3.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 4.25 1
0.0 0.0 5.75 1
/
plotlcread
PLANE*SECTION,NOBODY,PVECTOR)
0 0 5.0 0 0 1
DISPLAY(NORMAL)
SCALE(NOROTATING)
VECTOR(VELOCrrY,FACTOR=50,ARRO,MAXI = 1E6)
plotld.read
PLANE(FULL)
DISPLAY(XS.Y=0.7,Z=0.7)
BOUNDARY(SURFACE)
SCALE(NOROTATING)
/
/ USER is the number ofdefined constants
/Le.,X=0,Y=0,Z=3.25
/
PLANE(SECTION,BODY,USER=3 )
/
/Next, are the three constantsX.Y.Z
/These are the coordinateswhere the
/planewill be cut
0 0 3.25
VECTOR(VELOCITY,FACTOR=50,ARRO, MAXI = IE6)
/
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plotld.f (this program was incorporated in the "user.f1 subroutine from the
fidap root directory)
SUBROUTINE USRDST (CDIST,X,Y,Z,NPT,CNST,IERR)
C
C USER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE TO:
C COMPUTETHE CUTVALUE - DIRECTED DISTANCE FROMTHE CUTTING SURFACE
C (A POSITIVE VALUEMEANS THE POINT DOES NOTBELONGTO THE CUT BODY)
C
C INPUT:
C -=-=-=
C X.Y.ZVECTORS OF LENGTH NPT, BODY COORDINATES, IN THEORIGINAL
C CARTHESIAN SYSTEM
C CNST(9)USER DEFINED SETOFUP TO 9 CONSTANTS
C
C OUTPUT:
C ==-=
C CDIST VECTOROF LENGTHNPT, CONTAININGTHE DIRECTED DISTANCES
C
INCLUDE 1MPLCT.COM
INCLUDETAPES.COM
INCLUDE "NUMBRS.COM
DIMENSIONX(NPTO,Y(NPT)^(NPT),CDIST(NPT),CNST(*)
C
ERR-1JS-5
C Defining three constant,where the planewill be cut *
CCONST(1)=0 s.
CCONST(2)=0
*"
CCONST(3^=3.25
X0icNST(l)
Y0=CNST(2)
Z0=CNST(3)
C
C Computingthe distance to cutting surface *
CApositive value means that thepoint does not belong *
Cto the cutbody *
DO 100 IS.NPT
XVAL=X(I)-XO
YVAL=Y(I)-YO
ZVAL=Z(I)-ZO
C
UVAL^MOVCXVALYVAL^ZVAL)
IF(ABS(UVAL).LT.ERR) UVAL=0.
CDIST(I)=UVAL
100 CONTINUE
IERR=0
RETURN
END
plot2.read
PLANE(FULL)
DISPLAY(XS,Y=0.7,Z=0.7)
BOUNDARY(SURFACE)
SCALE(NOROTATING)
/
/USER is thenumberofdefined constants
/Le-,X=O,Y=0,Z=3.25
/
PLANE(SECTION,BODY,USER=3 )
/
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/Next, are the three constantsX.Y.Z
/These are the coordinateswhere the
/planewill be cut
0 0 3.25
CONTOUR (PRESSURE, AUTOMATIC)
/
plot3.read
PLANE(FULL)
DISPLAY(XS,Y=0.7,Z=0.7)
BOUNDARY(SURFACE)
SCALEQWROTATING)
/
/USER is the number ofdefined constants
/Le,X=0,Y=0,Z=3.25
/
PLANE(SECTION,BODY,USER=3 )
/
/Next, are the three constantsX,Y\Z
/These are the coordinateswhere the
/planewill be cut
0 0 3.25
CONTOUR (SHEAR, AUTOMATIC)
/
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Appendix C (Description on How to Run the Model)
This appendix is divided into two principal parts. The first describes how to run
the model using one of two sources: either directly from the tenninal via the
keyboard andmouse (interactive mode) or from a prepared data file (batch mode).
The second part reviews the post-processing results through the plot readfiles.
The objective is to show the various capabilities and options available for the
genericmodel developed in this thesis.
FIDAP offers two different options to run a solution. The first option,
FORGROUND, is only used^ to run small jobs. The second option
(BACKGROUND) is used for large runs where it involves a substantial amount of
calculation. Almost any three-dimensional model requires BACKGROUND
mode. In this thesis, all runs were performed using the BACKGROUND option.
There are many boundary condition commands that control the convergence
criteria which may affect the simulation time. It is recommended that the user
familiarize with such commands before proceeding in a mixing tank analysis.
FIPREP USERS MANUAL [5] covers extensively these topics and a summary of
the commands used in this thesis are presented in Chapter 5.
The first step in creating a mixing tank model is to prepare the input data file
(inputread). The data file can be created by simply running the Startfprogram.
This programwill ask several questions regarding the coordinates of the geometry,
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mesh definition, fluid properties, number of baffles, and a choice between steady
state analysis or transient state analysis. To alleviate any doubts when answering
these questions, a complete run of the Start/program is provided in this appendix.
Notice that these questions could be answeredjust by looking Figure C. 1.
The complete run of the Start.fprogram is given as follows:
"THIS SECTION BUILDS THE GEOMETRYOF THE TANK AND IMPELLER'
Q: 'ENTERTANK RADIUS'
A: 7.0
Q: 'ENTER FLUID LEVELHEIGHTMEASURED FROM THE BOTTOM'
A: 14.0
Q: 'ENTERTHEHEIGHT FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE TANK TO THE TOP EDGE OF
THE BLADE
A: 5.75
Q: 'ENTERTHE HEIGHT FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE TANKTO THE LOWER
EDGE OF THE BLADE*
A: 4.25
Q: 'ENTER BLADE RADIUS'
A: 3.0.
Q: 'ENTER BAFFLEWIDTH'
A: 1.2
THE FOLLOWINGVALUES CONTROL THE MESH DENSITY1
NOTE 1: 'WHENEVERMESHING AMESH FACEUSINGAMAPPED ALGORITHM,
EACH OF THE OPPOSING SIDES OF THE REGIONMUSTHAVE AN EQUAL
NUMBEROF ELEMENT DIVISIONS'
(i.e., THE ARC SEGMENT OF THE TANK RADIUS SHOULD HAVE THE
SAMENUMBEROF ELEMENTS AS THE ARC SEGMENT OF THE INNER
RADIUS.)'
NOTE 2: 'YOU CAN ONLY ENTER INTEGERNUMBERS'
(NO NUMBERSWITH DECIMAL PLACES)
Q: 'ENTERTHENUMBEROF MESH EDGES FORTHE BLADE ON THE
HORIZONTALDIRECTION
A: 6
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Q: THE BAFFLES ON THE HORIZONTAL DIRECTION'
A: 5
Q: THE SPACE BETWEEN THE BLADES AND THE BAFFLES'
A: 8
Q: THE LOWERVERTICAL PORTION OF THE TANK (WHICH IS BELOW THE
IMPELLER)'
A: 8
Q: 'THE BLADES ON THE VERTICAL DIRECTION
A: 6
Q: THE SEMI-ARC OF THE INNER TANK DIAMETER'
A: 10
Q: THE SEMI-ARC OF THE OUTSIDE TANKDIAMETER'
A: 10
Q: THE UPPERPORTION OF THE TANK (WHICH IS THE VERTICAL PORTION
ABOVE THE IMPELLERTOP SURFACE)'
A: 12
THIS SECTION CONTROLS THE FLUID PROPERTIES AND THE SHAFT SPEED'
Q: 'PLEASE, ENTERTHE DENSITY OF THE FLUID'
A: 1.0
Q: 'PLEASE, ENTERTHE VISCOSITYOF THE FLUID'
A: 1.0
Q: 'ENTERTHEANGULARVELOCITY OF THE SHAFT (RPM)'
A: 100
THIS SECTION ALLOWS THE USER TO RUN A STEADY STATE ANALYSIS ORA
TRANSIENT STATE ANALYSIS'
Q: 'ENTER THENUMBER OF BAFFLES'
A: 4
Q: 'IF THIS IS A STEADY STATE ANALYSIS, ENTER 0*
IF THIS IS A TRANSIENT ANALYSIS, PLEASE ENTER V
A: 1
Q: 'ENTER THE NUMBER OF TIME STEPS'
A: 1
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SMeshSpace
$Mesh_Baffle
SBaffle Width
SBlade Radius
SLower Blade
$Mesh LowerTank
STankRadius
$Mesh Radius
$Baffle_InRad
SMesh BafRad
$Mesh HorizontaJBlade
$Mesh_UpperTank
SUpperBlade
SMesh VerticalBlade
Figure Cl (inputread file Parameters)
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InteractiveMode:
The interactive mode reduces the need for interaction with the text mode and
UNIX commands. The user has direct interaction with the FIDAP terminal and
they can run the mixing simulation from a prepared readfile. The following
procedure include all the steps necessary to run a transient simulation.
1. The initial stage in creating the mixing tank model through an interactive mode
is to build the model without the boundary conditions. In order to create the
geometry, the user must first start up FIDAP and give a generic name to the
identifier (i.e., 'tank'). The command to start up FIDAP with the identifier
tank is:
fidap -id tank -new -g
Once the startup command is executed, FIDAP screen is reviewed as shown in
Figure C.2.
rr-;*-*a* >.?v.^^^^^^^--|J'
Figure C.2 (FIDAP User Interface Startup Screen)
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Next, read the input.read file and the geometry. read file using the readfile
command (see Figure C.3). After reading these two files, in the proper order,
the geometry of the tank is created. Now, the last step is to store this
information into data files. The only step required to save these files is to click
the mouse on the END button twice, then FIDAP will automatically close the
startup screen and return to the terminal prompt with five different files (i.e.,
tank.FDBASE, tank.FIECHO, tank.FIJOUR, tank.FIOUT, tank.FDSTAT).
The filename of each file given above is constructed from two parts: the
problem identifier ('tank') and an unique extension to each file.
Hint: When running a transient analysis, it is recommend to store a copy of the
tank files in a subdirectory (i.e., /tnk), and run the actual model in the home
directory. This reduces the amount of time to build the tank geometry for each
time step.
READFILE Command
FILENAME =
PROCESSING
^ INTERACTIVE
? NOINTERACTIVE
PROMPTING
OECHO
? NOECHO
accept i ctmm
Figure C.3 (READFILE command)
2. At this point compile and make an executable file of all four programs
provided in Appendix B.
Note: The command required to make an executable file for the user.fprogram
andplotldf'program is:
usersub -p fidap -u (user.f or plotld.f) -e filename
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3. From the home directory, start up FIDAP with the identifier tank,- and run the
executable version of the user.f program. To complete this task the required
command is:
fidap -id tank -old -fidapexecfilename -g
After the FIDAP screen is reviewed, the following step is to read the input, read
file and the Boundary build read file. Once FIDAP completes reading these
two files, the next step is to end the FIPREP module and return to the main
menu.
4. It is also worthwhile to increase the amount of memory that FISOLV is
allowed to use during the solution. The recommended amount ofmemory for a
mixing transient analysis is 4,000,000 words. To change the default value
(1,500,000 words) click on the CONFIG command (see Figure C.4) and make
the appropriate changes.
5. Before starting the actual simulation, FIDAP must first check if the mixing
problem statement is OK. The CREATE command causes FISOLV to scan the
database for any errors, prepare the data for a FIDAP analysis, and at the same
time to run the user subroutine from step 3. To initiate this command (see
Figure C.5) the usermust click on the CREATEmodule button followed by the
ACCEPT button. If the FISOLV run is successful, FIDAP will let the user
know by displaying the following message: "FISOLV INPUT DATA
SUCCESSFULLY CREATED". This finishes the datacheck and creates the
nodaLdat file. To proceed to the next step, return to the home directory by
clicking on the END button.
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CONFIG Command
_J
FIDAP ROOT DIRECTORY
__
SCRATCH DIRECTORY
FIDAP MEMORY [?lDAPM*EM =[4000000
W FISOLV MEMORY j FISOLVMEM = j 4000000
FIDAP EXECUTABLE | FIDAPEXEC
__
FISOLV EXECUTABLE
Li DIRECTORY COMMAND
J STATUS COMMAND
_ USER'S COMMAND
J EDIT COMMAND
:
_J
PRINT COMMAND
__
PLOT COMMAND
_J
WINDOW
Q BACKGROUND
PRIORITY
_J
DEVICE DRIVER
DATARASF OOMDRPSSIOMilODCOC .8.3
Figure C.4 (CONFIGURE Command)
IREATE Command
FILE TYPE
FILE DELETE STATUS
FISOLV
i...
BET
wm^Vn|-.M.i^u.i.'>j^jMMJ.lsUIWj.iwW<W
^-^-q|iw-qjnlii j fni jm
mmmwmmmimmm
Figure C.5 (CREATE Command)
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6. Now back to -the home directory, create the baffle data files by running the
executable version of the program Baff4.f.
7. In.order to distinguish between a previous run, the old identifier name ('tank')
should be changed to a new identifier name. The new name should be easily
perceived as the first time step of the transient solution. For example, change
the tank.FDBASE file to tankl.FDBASE, and the remained four files should be
changed as well. Repeat this procedure for every time step (copying the tank
geometry from the tnk directory and changing the identifier name for each run).
But before changing the identifier name, the tank files created from step 5 need
to be deleted. After the tank files are deleted, the subsequent step is to copy
the new
'tank' files from the tnk subdirectory to the home directory. Note: this
technique also applies to every time step in the analysis.
8. The next step is to incorporate the baffle data files into the boundary condition
files. For the first time step, the following boundary condition files are used:
Boundarylatrans.read, Boundary2_trans.read, and Boundary3_trans.read. The
UNIX command that combine all these boundary condition files and the baffle
data file (bqffleOOI.dat) is:
catBoundaryla_trans.read baffle001.dat Boundary2_trans.read baffleOOl .datBoundary3_trans.read >filename
The nodes from the bqffleOOI.dat file are incorporated in the Boundary la_
trans.read and Boundary2_trans.read files. These nodes are placed below the
following lines:
'BCNODE (UX, NODES, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEMS,
CARTESIAN)'
'0 SOmega 0 1 0'
'BCNODE (UX, NODES, POLYNOMIALS, SYSTEM=1,
CARTESIAN)'
'-0 SOmega 1 0 0'
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For the remained time steps, use the following boundary condition files:
Boundary lbtrans.read, Boundary2_trans.read, and Boundary3_trans.read.
Apply the same procedure described above to each correspondent time step.
All -files are provided in Appendix B for the transient simulation.
9. If everything is working up to this point, then the model is ready to run the first
time step (first time increment). The following are the commands necessary to
run the
'tank' job in the background:
fidap -id tankl -old -g
Read the input file and the Boundary condition file created in step 8.
Repeat step 4.
Click on the END button, this finishes the FIPREP module and go back to the
FIDAP screen.
Repeat step 5, but do not go back to the home directory.
Click on the RUN button (see Figure C.6) and increase the FISOLVMEM to
4,000,000 words. Then, click on the form ACCEPT button.
Note: Only after FISOLV sends the job to the background, the user can exit the
FIDAP screen. The FDSTAT extension file stores all the convergence
information. If the user wishes to watch the convergence data to flow by, then the
following command must be entering from the home directory (assuming the
identifier is running from the home directory):
tail -fFISOLV****/FDSTAT
(Note: the '*' symbol represents a unique number assigned to the FISOLV
subdirectory).
After the solution converges, the user can post-process the results for the first time
step.
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IRUN Command
J
J
l-J
O
_i
i
JOB
IDENTIFIER NAME
DATABASE TO USE
INPUT FILE
RESTART FILE
FISOLV
Li
IDENTIFIER
OLD
=
"tank'
FORE/BACKGROUND j BACKGROUND
SUBMIT/ NOSUBMIT
: i
BACKGROUND
SUBMISSION^
SUBMISSION TIME TIME
CONFIG FILE
FIDAP ROOT DIRECTORY
SCRATCH DIRECTORY
FIDAP EXECUTABLE
FISOLV EXECUTABLE
= I "NOW"
wi-^w-ui.ij m.v}\, ,
1 ll'*ia*f VITTiilh
Figure C.6 (RUN Command)
10. The following are the steps required to continue the analysis:
Delete all the tank files for the first run with the exception of the
tankl.FDPOST file, and also delete the boundary condition file created in step
8. The FDPOST file is used to continue the transient analysis for the second
time step.
Repeat step 8, but replace the Boundary la trans.read file with the Boundary lb
trans.read file and replace baffle001.dat file with baffle002.dat file.
Copy the tank files from the tnk subdirectory to the home directory. Change
the identifier name from tank to tank2, but do not change the extension file
names.
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Start up the FIDAP screen with tank2 as the identifier name.
Read the input file and the new boundary condition file just created.
Repeat step 4 and repeat step 5 without exiting FIDAP.
Click on the run button. When the RUN window opens up increase the
FISOLVMEM, and from the restart command type tankl.FDPOST. Then,
click on the formACCEPT button. FISOLV will use the FDPOST information
to continue the analysis from the previous run.
Repeat the same steps described above for the remaining solution.
It is much simpler to run an unbaffled steady state analysis; because there is no
user subroutine required to model the baffles, and there is only one solution to be
run. The commands are given as follows:
Start up FIDAP screen with the tank identifier.
fidap -id tank -old -g
Read the input file and the boundary_unbaffle.read file.
Repeat step 4 and step 5 without exiting the FIDAP screen.
Click on the RUN command and change the FISOLVMEM to 4,000,000
words. Then click on the form ACCEPT button.
This completes the steps required to run the unbaffled steady state solution.
Theoretically, the baffled steady state solution can be solved using the code
developed in this thesis. In order to simplify the problem, the baffles are
constrained to zero velocity while the tank wall is rotating with (SOmega)
velocity. Although this greatly simplifies the analysis, the solution does not show
the full effects of the baffles. The nodal information for the baffles would have to
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be incorporated in a boundary condition file to partially simulate the effect of the
baffles. The steps required to run a baffled steady state analysis are identical to
the unbaffled steady state analysis with the exception of the boundary condition
file.
Batch Mode:
Running the job from a batch mode has some advantages over the interactive mode
which was just described. One advantage is that it takes fewer commands to run
the solution. The second is that all the commands are already prepared to run the
analysis, and there is no need in opening the FIDAP screen except for viewing the
results. The third advantage is that the model can be run from a home computer
providing a modem and a link to the computer station where FLDAP software is
installed. The commands necessary to run a transient analysis from a batch mode
are given as follows:
Create the tank geometry file by simply typing the following command:
fidap -id tank -new -in tank, in
After the tank geometry is completed, copy the tank files to the tnk
subdirectory as described earlier.
Run the datacheck command and include the boundary condition file
(Boundary_build.read) and the user subroutine. The command to execute the
CREATE command is:
fidap -id tank -old -fisolvmem 4000000 -tidapexecfilename -in baffletrans.in
Repeat step 7 and step 8 from the InteractiveMode section.
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Run the first time step by entering the following command from the terminal
prompt:
fidap -id tankl -old -in firsttrans.in
Repeat step 10 from the Interactive Mode section, but do not start the FIDAP
screen. Rather type the following command:
fidap -id tank2 -old -in transient.in
Repeat the same steps described above for the remaining solution.
The procedure to run the unbaffled steady state solution is given as follows:
Create the tank geometry file by simply typing the following command:
fidap -id tank -new -in tank.in
Run the job by entering the following command from the terminal prompt:
fidap -id tank -old -in rununbaffle.in
This completes the steps required to run an unbaffled steady state analysis.
Post-Processing:
FDPOST is the command used to view all the results (see Figure C.7), and plot all
the graphs shown in the Results section. There are many control plot cards
available in FIDAP, but for this thesis only three types of graphs are presented
(velocity vector, pressure distribution, and shear distribution). When post
processing a transient analysis, it is a good idea to prepare readfiles to avoid
repetition of plotting commands for each time step solution. For this particular
thesis, a readfile was prepared for each plot. This saves a lot of time, especially
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when the user is interested in printing a plot for each solution. There is also a lot of
plotting commands required for the more complex graphs. The commands required
to post process the plots shown in this thesis are:
Start up FIDAP screen by entering the following command:
fidap -id filename -old -fidapexec plotldexe -g
Note: plotldexe is the executable version of the program plotld.f
Read the desired plot readfiles. All plot readfiles are given in Appendix B.
FIPOST Command
JFDPOST FILE NAME
ACCEPT I DEFAULTS
Figure C.7 (FDPOST Command)
The user should refer to Kellem 's thesis [1 1] to calculate the radial and axial flow
rate produced by the impeller. The flow rate requires a control volume around the
impeller. The volume around the impeller has two purposes. First, it allows the user
to calculate the volume in the vicinity of the impeller. Second, an entity can be
identified which surrounds the area of the impeller. This entity is used to specify
nodes which record the velocity information for the flow around the impeller. The
nodes can then be extracted through a user subroutine (similar to the user subroutine
used to extract the nodal information for the baffles). The flow rate can be obtained
by averaging the velocity of the nodes and multiplying the average velocity to the
area of the control volume.
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Appendix- D (Miscellaneous)
The following are all the hidden files incorporated into my personal home directory. Some
of these files are required to setup an UNIX account for FIDAP.
.login
xhost +
setenvDISPLAY seflcan.O
alias
'quota' /usr/sbin/quota
setenv PRINTER Ip
setenv PAGER less
setenv LESS "-demsw"
setenvMBOX "SHOME/Mail/mbox"
setenv DEAD "SHOME/Mail/.dead"
setenvMANPATH "Aisr/man"
#For fidap
setenv FlDAP_NODETYPE ALPHA_OS
setenv FIDAPSOURCE /usr/fidap7.05
setenv FIDAPROOT SFIDAPSOURCE
setenv PLAT SFIDAPROOT
setenv FIDAP_TMPDIR /tmp
setenv PROJ fidapgl
setenv DBG
unsctcnv LEXFLAGS
# Do not logoutwhen press AD for login shell
set igporeeof
#
# Set terminal type.
#
eval
'xrlogind'
if! S7TERM setenvTERM unknown
switch (STERM)
caselat"
case "network":
setenvTERM unknown
case "unknown":
breaksw
default:
setnoglob ; eval tset -s -Q
STERM"
; unset noglob
endsw
while (STERM= "unknown")
set noglob ; eval 'tset -s -Q
TvtlOO'
; unset noglob
end
set tenn = STERM
#For dumb tek4025 terminal at home
if(STERM= "dumb") then
stek
setenvTERMINFO SHOME/Ub
endif
stty decnew crO -tabswerase _
.logout
#!/t>in/csh
find ~ -name fidapgl7.log -exec \rm
'{}' \;
dear
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.aliases
*!/oin/csh
it personal alias file
tr to make rlogins easier
tt make ftp convince
=*alias ttplle 'ftp almond.Ue.roohester.edu'
it to make logging out even simpler
alias bye logout
# differentways to list files
alias Is ''bin/Is
alias la 'bin/Is
alias dir '/bin/Is
# just to be on the safe side
alias rm /bin/rm -i
alias RM /bin/rm -f
alias RD /bin/rm -f-r
# other goodies
# thesewere herewhen i gothere; i dont know if they're used,
# but i'm not going to delete them
aliash history
alias j jobs-1
alias d date
alias f finger
alias prmpt 'set host='hostname |sed "sA..*//"";setname='pwd |sed "s/A.*cfr2399/HOME/g"';set prompt="[\\!] Shost $name%
"
alias cd 'chdir \!*;pimpt'
alias kill Tdll-9'
#alias be be -1 ~/.bcrc
#aliasf77 T77-0'
#alias kl 'clear1
#alias ff 'find . -name \! *
alias 100 "unsetenv TERMCAP; set term=vtl00; tset'
alias mail
'mailx1
#aliasm nroff -man V * |less'
alias ultb 'xrlogin uttb-gw.isc.rit.edu'
alias vax telnet vaxc1
alias P ps -efda Igrep fidap |grep -v
grep'
# Window simplicity
alias xd 'setenv DISPLAY \!*\:0'
alias xh 'xhost + \!*.isc.rit.edu'
alias termx 'setenvDISPLAY
uttb.riLedu:2'
#alias termx 'setenv DISPLAY
hammer.me.rochester.edu:2'
.cshrc
#
# Set shell variables which apply to interactive and non-interactive shells.
# coredumpsize Dont dump core files
# umask 077Create filewith user premission only
#
limit coredumpsize 0
umask 077
# Set path for looking command
#
set path=(. $HOME/bin /usr/local/bin /bin /usr/bin /usr/bin/Xl 1 /usr/ucb)
set path=(Sph /usr/fidap7.05/bin)
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* If this is not an interactive shell, exit now. Anything below this line
# pertains only to interactive shells.
if(! $?USER || ! STprompt) exit
M Set shell variables for interactive shell only.
# filec Enable filename completion
# history Number ofcommands to remember for ! substitution
# host Short name of this machine for use in the prompt
# mail Check every n sections for new mail in specified file
#
set filec history = 100 host = hostname I sed 'sA..*'/"
setnotifymail=<360 /usr/spool/mail/SUSER)
tf source the user aliases
source -/.aliases
prmpt
.profile
# *******************************************************************************************
#
# * Copyright (c) Digital Equipment Corporation, 1991, 1992
#*
# * All Rights Reserved. Unpublished rights reserved under
ft * the copyright laws ofthe United States.
#
# * The software contained on thismedia is proprietary to
# * and embodies the confidential technology of Digital
# * Equipment Corporation. Possession, use, duplication or
# * dissemination ofthe software andmedia is authorized only
# * pursuant to a valid written license from Digital Equipment
# * Corporation.
#*
# RESTRICTED RIGHTS LEGEND Use, duplication, or disclosure
# * by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions as set
#* forth in Subparagraph (cXlX") of DFARS 252.227-7013,
# or in FAR 52.227-19, as applicable.
#*
# *******************************************************************************************
#
# HISTORY
#
# @(#)SRCSfile: .profile.v$ SRevision: 4.1.3.4 $ (DEC) SDate: 1992/09/30 13:49:15 $
#
PATH=$HOME/bin:${PATH:-/usr/bin:.}
export PATH
stty dec
tset-I-Q
PSl="'hostoame> "
MAIL=/usr/spool/mail/SUSER
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UNIX & FIDAP Commands:
(.) period names the current directory
(..) two periods names the parent directory
(0 slash either starts you at the top level or separates directory and file names
(~) tildewill expand to the users home directory
*
- wild card
bye - exits ftp transfer protocol
cat - brings the content ofone or more files to the screen
cc -g -c filename.c - compile a C program
<*" -executable file name -filaiame.o -makes an executable file in C language
cd - change directory
chmod 700 filename - breaks file protection
op - copy a file
ni "f" executable file name -filename.f - compile and make an executable file in FORTRAN 77
ftp - transfer protocol (i.e.,% ftp hostname')
kill -1 -1 - kills anyjob that is running
lpr - print files
Is - directory listing
Is -a - listing ofall your files (including dot files)
man - help
mkdir - make a directory
mput - allows the user to transfermultiple files (i.e., mput * )
mv - move or rename a file
passwd - allows the user to change password
ps -a - shows the program status
put - transfer a file
pwd - shows current directory
quota - shows howmuchmemory is left in the user's account
rmdir - remove a directory
setenv - set the display (i.e., % setenv DISPLAY ho_narne:0)
stty dec - issue this command ifBackspace key does notwork
telnet - connects to either the same operating system or to a different operating system
compressfilename - compress command
uncompressfilename - uncompress command
vi editor:
h - move cursor to theleft one character
I - move cursor to the right one character
j-mover cursor down one line
k - move cursor up one line
cntrl -d scroll down halfpage
cntrl -f - page forward 1 full page
cntrl -u -scroll up 1/2 page
cntrl -b - page back 1 full screen
w - move oneword to the right
x - delete single character under current cursorposition
dd -delete entire line ofcurrent cursor position
dw -deleteword, starting at cursor location
0 -move to beginningofIke
S -move to end of line
#G -go to specified line number, e.g.: 100Gwould go to the 100* line in file
ZZ -save changes, and exit vi
:wp <retum> -save changes, and exit vi
:q <retum> -quit the editor
rw <retum> -save file, do not leave the editor
:q! <retum> -quit editorwithout saving changes
:set number - display line numbers
Shift p -undo
Shift-i or i- edit a file
fidap -id tank -new -g - FIDAP starts a new file in graphical mode
fidap -id tank -old -fidapexec user -new - incorporates a user subroutine into the tank file
fidap -id tank -old -in run.in - the file tank runs from a command file run.in
tail -fFISOLV."**/FDSTAT. - shows FIDAP iteration status
usersub -p fidap -u user.f-e user - FIDAP makes an executable file (user subroutine)
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Explanation from Ilhan Dilber (Fluid Dynamics International) ofwhy the mixing
model was not capable of reaching quasi-steady state.
Return-path: <idilber@fdi.com>
Received: from 192.104.61.84 (192.104.61.84)
by ritva_isc.rit.edu (PMDF V5.0-5 #8168)
id <01IOYVJ9SBV4DOAlDC@ritvax.iscriLedu> forCFR2399@ritvax.isc.rit.edu;
Thu, 08 Feb 1996 1 1:08:24 -0400 (EDT)
Received: by hp.fdi.com (1.37.109.16/16.2) id AA292805710; Thu,
08 Feb 1996 10:08:30 -0600
Date: Thu, 08 Feb 1996 10:08:30 -0600 (CST)
From: IlhanDilber <idilber@fdi.com>
Subject: Re: help
In-reply-to: from <"CFR2399@ritvax.iscritedu"@Feb>
To: CFR2399@ritvax.iscrit.edu
Message-id: <01I0YVJA25ZMD0AlDC@ritvax.isc.rit.edu>
Content-tiansfer-encoding: 7BIT
Mailer: Elm [revision: 70.85.2.1]
Well, here is the diagnosis...
What you are trying to do makes complete sense. Except for one small
detail that is not obvious to the user. When you do a restart (as in
EXEC(REST) ) all variables are read in from the restart file, including the
pressure field. The program assumes the problem is exactly the same as
before. Your problem, from one step to the next is
"almost" the same. The
only difference is you are changing the place ofyour boundary condition.
On the surfece, this should not make a difference. However, the boundary
conditions you apply determine the equations being solved internally. The
total number of equations remain the same. But youmight be changing the
equation numbers that correspond to each node. This is especially true for
pressure due to theway it is treated in FIDAP. When you do a EXEC(REST),
the program reads a restart vector stored in FDREST file. That vector
does not necessarily contain nodal values, but it may contain coefficients
of the system being solved These coefficients correspond to the old set
of equations. Now you are trying to solve a
"different"
problemwith the
old coefficients. That'swhere the problem occurs. In transient simulation,
the effects of the errors accumulate and eventually diverge the pressure
field. What you really need is an ICNODE on velocity and pressure at each
time step, with EXEC(NEWJ). Unfortunately, we do not have ICNOD on
pressure, since it is a derived quantity.
I hope that clarifies the problem you were having. That's why we have
added this new feature in 7.6 to specify aBCNODE and let the code move the
conditions in time and apply them to the appropriate nodes.
I think ifyou can wait and get the 7.6 version, it should not take you too
long to get your solution. Iwill send the info to you today.
Ilhan Dilber
FluidDynamics International
Voice: 847-491-0200 X359
Fax: 847-869-6495
email: idilber@fdi.com
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